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We use a perturbative approach to study the effects of interfacial spin-orbit coupling in magnetic multilayers
by treating the two-dimensional Rashba model in a fully three-dimensional description of electron transport
near an interface. This formalism provides a compact analytic expression for current-induced spin-orbit torques
in terms of unperturbed scattering coefficients, allowing computation of spin-orbit torques for various contexts,
by simply substituting scattering coefficients into the formulas. It applies to calculations of spin-orbit torques
for magnetic bilayers with bulk magnetism, those with interface magnetism, a normal metal/ferromagnetic
insulator junction, and a topological insulator/ferromagnet junction. It predicts a dampinglike component of
spin-orbit torque that is distinct from any intrinsic contribution or those that arise from particular spin relaxation
mechanisms. We discuss the effects of proximity-induced magnetism and insertion of an additional layer and
provide formulas for in-plane current, which is induced by a perpendicular bias, anisotropic magnetoresistance,
and spin memory loss in the same formalism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Broken inversion symmetry in magnetic multilayers allows
for physics that is forbidden in symmetric systems, enrich-
ing the range of their physical properties and their relevance
to spintronic device applications. Spin-orbit coupling com-
bined with inversion symmetry breaking is a core ingredient of
emergent phenomena, such as the intrinsic spin Hall effect [1–
6], spin-orbit torques [7–17], Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tions [18–24], chiral spin motive forces [25, 26], perpendicu-
lar magnetic anisotropy [27–29], and anisotropic magnetore-
sistance [16, 30–34]. The contributions from an interface are
frequently modeled by a two-dimensional Rashba model [35]
while those from bulk are modeled by incorporating the spin
Hall effect [6] into a drift-diffusion formalism [36] in three
dimensions. Both interface and bulk contributions have the
same symmetry since they originate from equivalent symme-
try breaking making it difficult to distinguish mechanisms,
particularly when different mechanisms are treated by differ-
ent models.

Recent theoretical studies generalize the two-dimensional
Rashba model in order to take into account three-dimensional
transport of electrons near an interface. The two-dimensional
Rashba model assumes electrons near the interface behave
like a two-dimensional electron gas, thus allows only for in-
plane electronic transport. Haney et al. [37] generalize this
model to three-dimensions by including a delta-function-like
Rashba interaction at the interface and compute interfacial
contributions to in-plane-current-driven spin-orbit torques.
They show that some results are qualitatively different from
those of the two-dimensional model. Chen and Zhang [38]
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treat spin pumping with this model using a Green function
approach. Studies of spin-orbit torques [39] and anisotropic
magnetoresistance [40] in magnetic tunnel junctions under
perpendicular bias give contributions that are at least second
order in the spin-orbit coupling strength due to in-plane sym-
metry. Refs. [28] and [33] calculate respectively magnetic
anisotropy and anisotropic magnetoresistance from the three-
dimensional Rashba model in particular contexts. Refs. [41]
and [42] incorporate interfacial spin-orbit coupling effects into
the drift-diffusion formalism by modifying the boundary con-
ditions. Doing so treats both interfacial and bulk spin-orbit
coupling in a unified picture. Ref. [43] reports the solution
of the drift-diffusion equation in the non-magnetic layer to
capture the spin Hall effect coupled to a quantum mechani-
cal solution in the ferromagnetic layer to capture the effects of
interfacial spin-orbit coupling.

The results of each of these theories are model specific.
Studying physical consequences for a variety of systems re-
quires recomputing them for each system, such as metallic
ferromagnets in contact with heavy metals, those with insulat-
ing ferromagnets, and topological insulators in contact with a
magnetic layer. Even for a single system, a work function dif-
ference between the two layers forming the interface and pos-
sible existence of proximity-induced magnetism [44] at the
interface may complicate the analysis. General analytic ex-
pressions that are applicable for a variety of interfaces would
make it easier to understand trends within systems and differ-
ences between systems.

In this paper, we develop analytic expressions for interface
contributions to current-induced spin-orbit torques by treating
the interfacial spin-orbit coupling as a perturbation. The form
of the analytic expression is independent of the details of the
interface [Eq. (16)], written in terms of the scattering ampli-
tudes of the interface. All details unrelated to spin-orbit cou-
pling are captured by those scattering amplitudes, similarly to
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magnetoelectric circuit theory [45, 46]. This approach allows
for the computation of spin-orbit torques either by computing
scattering amplitudes for a given interface or using the scat-
tering amplitudes as fitting parameters. It is possible to com-
pute the scattering amplitudes through first-principles calcu-
lations or by solving the Schrödinger equation for toy models.
Adopting the latter approach allows us to compute spin-orbit
torques for various types of interfaces. We use the same for-
malism to find expressions for in-plane current, which is in-
duced by perpendicular bias (like inverse spin Hall effect [47–
49]), anisotropic magnetoresistance (like spin Hall magne-
toresistance [50–55]), and spin memory loss [56] in terms of
scattering amplitudes. These are presented in Appendix A.

The three-dimensional model for interfacial spin-orbit cou-
pling reveals effects which are absent in the two-dimensional
electron gas model. In the two-dimensional model, Rashba
spin-orbit coupling generates mostly fieldlike component of
spin-orbit torque [11, 12], while the dampinglike component
becomes noticeable only when one considers an extremely re-
sistive [13–16] system or a non-quadratic dispersion [17]. In
contrast, the three-dimensional model of interfacial spin-orbit
coupling reveals that in metallic magnetic bilayers a current
flowing in the normal metal generates fieldlike and damp-
inglike components of spin-orbit torque of the same order of
magnitude, and in some parameter regimes the dampinglike
component can even be larger than the fieldlike component.
The dampinglike contribution that we obtain here is distinct
from those due to previously suggested mechanisms. For in-
stance, an intrinsic mechanism is independent of the scattering
time and vanishes for a quadratic dispersion [4, 5], while our
result is proportional to the scattering time (thus the conduc-
tivity) and survives even for a quadratic dispersion. A detailed
discussion of the distinctions is presented in Sec. VI A.

Another result is a generalization of previous approaches
to systems with different-Fermi-surfaces, for example, a finite
exchange interaction. Previous theories [33, 37, 41, 42], as-
sume that all band structures are the same so that the wave
vectors in the normal metal and the ferromagnet are identi-
cal, significantly simplifying the computation. However, even
in the simplest model of bulk ferromagnetism, the exchange
splitting Jσ · m introduces three different wave vectors; one
defined in the normal metal and one each for the majority and
minority bands in the ferromagnet. In this work, we carefully
take into account the different Fermi surfaces and all the re-
sulting evanescent modes, and demonstrate that proper treat-
ment of the evanescent modes is crucial for accurate calcula-
tion of spin-orbit torques. Indeed, they can yield significant
contributions since the amplitudes of reflected states are large
at the interface and their velocities are slow where the energy
is close to the barrier. This makes the interaction time for these
electrons quite long so they can be more strongly affected by
interfacial fields. We indeed demonstrate a significant contri-
bution to spin-orbit torque from the evanescent modes with a
toy model [See Fig. 4, Eq. (21), and related discussions]. In
the previous theories, some of effects like the anisotropic mag-
netoresistance [33] originate from a difference between the
relaxation times in majority and minority electrons in the fer-
romagnet, but we show that existence of the bulk magnetism

by itself can also cause such effects.
We compute the current-induced contribution to the spin-

orbit torque, in distinction to the electric-field-induced con-
tribution. The former is proportional to the scattering time,
thus is extrinsic. A recent paper [17] reports the existence of
intrinsic spin-orbit torque from the Berry phase, which is per-
pendicular to the extrinsic component. This contribution can
be an explanation for dampinglike spin-orbit torque for junc-
tions with a ferromagnetic insulator or topological insulator
(See Sec. V D). We leave the calculation of intrinsic spin-orbit
torque (induced by the Berry phase) in the same formalism for
future work.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we summa-
rize the core results. In Sec. III, we develop a general per-
turbation theory of scattering matrices. First we define scat-
tering matrices (Sec. III A) and calculate them (Sec. III B).
Then we derive expressions for modified scattering matrices
due to interfacial spin-orbit coupling in a perturbative regime
(Sec. III C). The resulting scattering matrices allow us to
write down electronic eigenstates. In Sec. IV, we derive an
expression for spin-orbit torque from these eigenstates, by
calculating the angular momentum transfer (spin current) to
the ferromagnet. We assume that an in-plane electrical cur-
rent is applied along the x direction. Since the expression
is written in terms of unperturbed scattering matrices, it al-
lows us to compute spin-orbit torque by calculating unper-
turbed scattering matrices for a given interface. Therefore,
in Sec. V, we apply our theory to various types of interfaces
and various situations, such as magnetic bilayers with bulk
magnetism, those with interface magnetism, a normal metal
in contact with a ferromagnetic insulator, and topological in-
sulator in contact with a metallic ferromagnet. Calculating
unperturbed scattering matrices is straightforward by solving
the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation. We plot fieldlike
and dampinglike components of spin-orbit torque with vary-
ing parameters and discuss the results in each subsection. In
Sec. VI, we make some general remarks on our theory. We
compare our theory with the two-dimensional Rashba model.
We also discuss how our result can be generalized when mul-
tilayer structures are considered. We discuss how proximity-
induced magnetization can be considered in our theory. In
Sec. VII, we summarize our results. Appendices include sup-
plementary calculations that are not necessary for the main
results.

II. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to summarize the behavior of
the spin-orbit torques presented in Sec. V A to Sec. V D, be-
fore showing the general perturbation theory. Here we focus
on the existence and relative magnitudes of spin-orbit torques
generated by interfacial spin-orbit coupling saving detailed
discussions for later sections. The systems under consider-
ation are normal metal/ferromagnetic metal junctions, normal
metal/ferromagnetic insulator junctions, and topological insu-
lator/ferromagnet junctions. Throughout this paper, we refer
to these as magnetic bilayers, ferromagnetic insulators, and
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topological insulators in short, respectively. We describe the
results below and summarize them in Table I.

When an in-plane current is applied to a bilayer junction,
two components of spin-orbit torque can act on the magne-
tization m. Both are perpendicular to magnetization. When
a torque is odd (even) in m, it is called fieldlike (damping-
like) [57]. For instance, for a constant vector y, m× y is field-
like and m×(y×m) is dampinglike.1 The names can be under-
stood by their behaviors under time reversal: Fieldlike contri-
butions are conservative while dampinglike contributions are
dissipative. In fact, a dampinglike spin torque can act as an
anti-dampinglike source, thus the terminology ‘dampinglike’
does not mean an energy loss but originates from irreversibil-
ity.

In contrast to the two-dimensional Rashba model, we show
that magnetic bilayers show both fieldlike and dampinglike
components even without the Berry phase [17] contribution
and a spin relaxation mechanism [13–16]. The relative mag-
nitude depends on the details of the system. We first consider
a magnetic bilayer where the magnetism is dominated by an
exchange splitting in the ferromagnetic bulk (not at the inter-
face). In experiments, people usually apply a current in the
normal metal side. We show that a current flowing in the nor-
mal metal ( jN) generates dampinglike and fieldlike spin-orbit
torques that are of the same order of magnitude. The current
also flows in the ferromagnet ( jF), generating a large field-
like spin-orbit torque that can be the dominant contribution.
Therefore, if jN � jF, the dampinglike and fieldlike compo-
nents are on the same order of magnitude. But if jN ≈ jF, the
fieldlike component tends to dominate.

If magnetism at the interface plays a more important role
than the bulk magnetism considered above, both components
have similar orders of magnitude. As for the bulk magnetism
case, there are two sources of spin-orbit torque, jN and jF.
We demonstrate in Sec. V B that the dampinglike contribu-
tions are mostly subtractive and the fieldlike contributions are
mostly additive. Therefore, the current in the ferromagnet
tends not to change the total fieldlike spin-orbit torque, but
tends to reduce the dampinglike spin-orbit torque.

For systems with a ferromagnetic insulator or a topological
insulator, the dampinglike component is found to be absent.

III. PERTURBATION OF SCATTERING AMPLITUDES

A. Definition of the scattering matrices

We consider a nonmagnet (z < 0)/ferromagnet (z > 0) in-
terface at z = 0 where z is the interface normal direction. Ei-
ther materials could be insulating. We define scattering am-
plitudes by Fig. 1. The scattering of electronic states incident
from the normal metal define reflection and transmission am-
plitudes r and t. Those incident from the ferromagnet define

1 These are indeed the directions of spin-orbit torque induced by an applied
current along x. [See Eq. (16)]

System Source FLT DLT Magnitude

2D Rashba model jF X ×

Magnetic bilayer jN X X FLT . DLT
(bulk magnetism) jF X X FLT� DLT
Magnetic bilayer jN X X FLT & DLT

(interface magnetism) jF X X FLT & DLT
Ferromagnetic insulator jN X ×

Topological insulator jF X ×

TABLE I. Behaviors of in-plane-current-induced spin-orbit torques
for various systems. FLT and DLT refer to fieldlike torque and damp-
inglike torque respectively, and X (×) refers to their existence (ab-
sence). Our analytic calculation allows for the separation of con-
tributions from a pure charge current ( jN) and a pure spin current
( jF) separately. A magnetic bilayer is a normal metal/ferromagnetic
metal junction. Bulk magnetism originates from an exchange split-
ting in the ferromagnetic bulk and interface magnetism originates
from a spin-dependent scattering at the interface. A ferromagnetic
(topological) insulator is assumed to be attached to a normal (fer-
romagnetic) metal where the applied current flows. For all cases,
interfacial spin-orbit coupling is present right at the interface. We
present the behavior of the two-dimensional (2D) Rashba model as a
reference. Since the intrinsic contribution to spin-orbit torque is not
taken into account in our theory, the dampinglike component in 2D
Rashba model is not considered here.

r′ and t′. In the ferromagnet, there is an exchange splitting
energy J > 0. At the interface, we assume an interface po-
tential HI = (~2/2me)κ̂δ(z), where κ̂ is a 2 × 2 matrix in spin
space. The delta-function-like potential describes physics on a
length scale shorter than the mean free path. The effects of lat-
tice mismatch, interface magnetism [44], and interfacial spin-
orbit coupling are examples. In our perturbative approach,
we first ignore any interfacial spin-orbit coupling. After solv-
ing a boundary matching problem of the Schrödinger equa-
tion at z = 0, we obtain the scattering matrices in terms of
the interface potential κ̂ [Eq. (6)]. We then add a Rashba-type
interfacial spin-orbit coupling potential ∆κ̂ = hRσ̂ · (k × z)
to obtain a perturbative expansion of the scattering matrices,
such as r̂k = r̂0

k + ∆r̂k, where r̂k is the 2 × 2 reflection ma-
trix in spin space2 for momentum k, r̂0

k is the unperturbed re-
flection matrix (without interfacial spin-orbit coupling), and
∆r̂k is its correction due to interfacial spin-orbit coupling
[Eq. (10)]. Then, the electronic eigenstates are computable
analytically and play a crucial role in computing spin-orbit
torque in Sec. IV.

We now mathematically write down electronic states as def-
initions of scattering amplitudes illustrated in Fig. 1. The
wave incident from the nonmagnet having the momentum
k = (kx, ky, kz) and spin σ is (1/

√
V)eik·rξσ where V is the vol-

ume of the system, r = (x, y, z) is the position vector, and ξσ is
the spinor for the spin σ state. The spin quantization axis we
use here is the direction of magnetization in the ferromagnet

2 Throughout this paper, we denote any matrix in spin space by a symbol
with a hat, ·̂.
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FIG. 1. Scattering matrices at the interface of a nonmagnet(z < 0,
denoted by N)/ferromagnet (z > 0, denoted by F) structure. The
interface is at z = 0. r and t refer to reflection and transmission
matrices when the electronic state is incident from the normal metal
layer. r′ and t′ are those when the electronic state is incident from the
ferromagnetic layer. When the transverse mode is conserved, these
are 2 × 2 matrices in spin space. In our model, the interfacial spin-
orbit coupling (ISOC) is present only at z = 0 being delta-function-
like, although the thickness of the region drawn with finite thickness
for illustration.

and σ = ±1 corresponds to the minority/majority bands (with
the higher/lower exchange energy). When the plane wave hits
the interface at z = 0, it scatters out. For simplicity, we as-
sume translational symmetry over the xy plane. Then, the
transverse momentum is conserved, thus the scattering matri-
ces are diagonal in transverse modes. The reflected wave has
the momentum k̄ = (kx, ky,−kz). Here we denote the reflec-
tion amplitude rσ

′σ
k by the amplitude of the scattering process

(k, σ)N → (k̄, σ′)N, where the Roman subscript/superscript N
refers to the nonmagnet. The scattering state in the nonmagnet
is

ψN
kσ(z < 0) =

1
√

V
eik·rξσ +

1
√

V
eik̄·r

∑
σ′

rσ
′σ

k ξσ′ . (1a)

The transmission matrix is defined in a similar way. Given
the energy of the electronic state, the momentum kz in the fer-
romagnet is different from that in the nonmagnet due to the
exchange splitting J. We denote kσz for the corresponding mo-
mentum for spin σ band. For instance, if the kinetic energy
is given by ~2|k|2/2me and the exchange interaction is given
by Jσ̂ · m where m is the unit vector along the magnetiza-
tion, ~2k2

z /2me = ~2(k+
z )2/2me + J = ~2(k−z )2/2me − J defines

the relation between kz and kσz . Then we denote the transmis-
sion amplitude tσ

′σ
k by the amplitude of the scattering process

(k, σ)N → (kσ
′

, σ′)F, where the roman subscript/superscript
F refers to the ferromagnet. Therefore, the scattering state in

the ferromagnet is

ψN
kσ(z > 0) =

1
√

V

∑
σ′

√
|kz|

|kσ′z |
eikσ

′
·rtσ

′σ
k ξσ′ . (1b)

Here the prefactor
√
|kz|/|kσ

′

z | is introduced, in order to make
the conservation of electrical charge equivalent to the unitar-
ity of the scattering amplitudes [58]. The absolute value is
introduced for cases where kσ

′

z is imaginary so that the trans-
mitted wave function is evanescent. Since evanescent waves
do not contribute to unitarity, this convention is arbitrary, but
the choice should not affect the final expressions for physical
quantities.

Now we introduce a compact matrix notation. Since
the scattering amplitudes have two indices (σ′, σ), they are
2 × 2 matrices in spin space. We define the matrix r̂k =∑
σ′σ ξσ′rσ

′σ
k ξ†σ, and similarly t̂k with tσ

′σ
k . The wave functions

in this notation are

ψN
kσ(z < 0) =

eikx x+ikyy

√
V

(eikzz1̂k + e−ikzzr̂k)ξσ, (2a)

ψN
kσ(z > 0) =

eikx x+ikyy

√
V

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1eiK̂zz t̂kξσ, (2b)

where K̂z = k+
z u+ + k−z u− is a diagonal 2 × 2 matrix consist-

ing of momenta in the ferromagnet for each spin band and
uσ = ξσξ

†
σ is the projection matrix to the spin σ band. Equa-

tion (2) defines the electronic state depicted in Fig. 1(a). 1̂k
is essentially the identity matrix, but slightly different, as we
explain in the next paragraph. In a similar way, the scatter-
ing states derived from waves incident from the ferromagnet
define r̂′k and t̂′k matrices in Fig. 1(b).

ψF
kσ(z < 0) =

eikx x+ikyy

√
V

√
|kz|
−1e−ikzz t̂′k

√
|K̂z|ξσ, (3a)

ψF
kσ(z > 0) =

eikx x+ikyy

√
V

√
|K̂z|

−1(e−iK̂zz1̂′k + eiK̂zzr̂′k)
√
|K̂z|ξσ.

(3b)

The matrices 1̂k and 1̂′l are the projection matrices to the
Hilbert space. These matrices are introduced to prevent un-
physical states (not in the Hilbert space) from contributing to
any physical quantities that we compute. 1̂k and 1̂′k are the
identity matrices (the scalar 1) in the Hilbert space, but are
zero, out of the Hilbert space. An electronic state is out of
the Hilbert space when the incident wave is evanescent. For
instance, an electronic state written as Eq. (2a) with an imag-
inary kz is not in the Hilbert space in the scattering theory, so
it should not contribute to any physical quantity. Thus, we
define 1̂k by the following projection operator:

1̂k =

 1 if kz is real,
0 if kz is imaginary.

(4a)

In this paper, we define r̂k = t̂k = 0 if the electronic state is
out of the Hilbert space. Then, one can see that r̂k = r̂k1̂k and
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t̂k = t̂k1̂k. In a similar way, 1̂′k is defined by,

1̂′k =


1 if both k±z are real,
u− if only k−z is real,
0 if both k±z are imaginary.

(4b)

1̂′k = 1 if both majority and minority bands are propagating,
1̂′k = u− (projection to the majority band) if only majority
band is propagating, and 1̂′k = 0 if both bands are evanescent.
Similarly, r̂′k = r̂′k1̂′k and t̂′k = t̂′k1̂′k.

Defining the projection matrices is crucial when we con-
sider the continuity of the wave functions at z = 0. If the
Hilbert space is not properly considered, matching Eqs. (2a)

and (2b) at z = 0 gives 1 + r̂k =

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1 t̂k. However, it
does not hold when kz is imaginary so r̂k = t̂k = 0. When we
project this equation to the Hilbert space by multiplying 1̂k,

1̂k + r̂k =

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1 t̂k is the correct continuity condition. In
a similar way, the continuity at z = 0 of Eqs. (3a) and (3b)

is given by 1̂′k + r̂′k =

√
|K̂z||kz|

−1 t̂′k. Therefore, with the pro-
jection matrices, we can write down a single equation which
holds regardless of the reality of the perpendicular momenta.

Another place where the projection matrices are crucial is
the unitarity relation of the scattering amplitudes. It holds
only for physical states in the Hilbert space. Therefore, the
unitarity relation in our notation can be subtle. We derive the
unitarity relation for the scattering amplitudes in Appendix B.

B. Relation to the interface potential and introduction of
extended scattering matrices

In this section, we derive explicit expressions for scattering
matrices for a given interface potential. This allows defin-
ing extended scattering matrices (r̂k,ex, t̂k,ex, r̂′k,ex, t̂

′
k,ex) which

even satisfy the continuity relation without projection. The ex-
tended scattering matrices remove the singularity of the scat-
tering matrices,3 which is a main obstacle of our perturbation
theory.

The explicit expressions for the scattering matrices are
given by the interface potential. We start from the following
interface potential at z = 0

HI =
~2

2me
κ̂δ(z), (5)

where κ̂ is a 2×2 matrix in spin space and has the dimension of
the inverse of length. Solving the Schrödinger equation gives
the scattering matrices in terms of κ̂. The boundary condition
for the delta-function-like potential is given by the derivative
mismatching condition, κ̂ψz=0 = ∂zψz=+0−∂zψz=−0. After some

3 Note that, for some momenta, the scattering matrices are zero or propor-
tional to u−, thus are not invertible matrices.

algebra, we obtain the scattering matrices as

t̂k,ex = 2ikz

√
|K̂z||kz|

−1(iK̂z + ikz − κ̂)−1, (6a)

t̂′k,ex = (iK̂z + ikz − κ̂)−12iK̂z

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1, (6b)

r̂k,ex = (iK̂z + ikz − κ̂)−1(ikz − iK̂z + κ̂), (6c)

r̂′k,ex =

√
|K̂z|(iK̂z + ikz − κ̂)−1(iK̂z − ikz + κ̂)

√
|K̂z|

−1, (6d)

where we call the matrices with the subscript ‘ex’ the extended
matrices, discuss their meaning below. The expressions in
Eq. (6) are nonzero even when the incident wave is evanes-
cent. (For instance, r̂k|kz=iqz , 0.) In our convention, the scat-
tering matrices are zero if the electronic state is evanescent
because the scattering matrices capture the asymptotic behav-
ior of the scattering process. Therefore, the scattering matri-
ces are obtained from the extended matrices by projecting the
latter to the Hilbert space.

r̂k = r̂k,ex1̂k, t̂k = t̂k,ex1̂k,

r̂′k = r̂′k,ex1̂′k, t̂′k = t̂′k,ex1̂′k. (7)

Now the expressions satisfy r̂k = r̂k1̂k and similar relations
for the others.

The introduction of the extended matrices is purely mathe-
matical. As far as physical quantities are concerned, the parts
of the extended matrices out of the Hilbert space are com-
pletely arbitrary and cannot affect any physical quantity. In
this paper, there are three reasons why we choose the conven-
tion in Eq. (6). First, it provides a natural way to write down
analytic expressions valid for any momenta (even imaginary).
Equation (6) is the result from boundary matching at z = 0 of
the Schrödinger equation whether or not all wave vectors are
real. Second, it satisfies the generalized continuity relations

1 + r̂k,ex =

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1 t̂k,ex and 1 + r̂′k,ex =

√
|K̂z||kz|

−1 t̂′k,ex
even out of the Hilbert space. This supports the idea that
Eq. (6) is the most natural way to define the extended matri-
ces. Third and most importantly, the extended matrices have
well-defined inverses. The singularity of 1̂k and 1̂′k for some
momenta complicates the development of a perturbation the-
ory, and the extended matrices give one way to resolve this
difficulty.

Three remarks are in order. First, although we claim that
Eq. (6) is the most natural form to extend out of the Hilbert
space, this form depends on the normalization convention in
Eqs. (2) and (3) for evanescent states. But we again em-
phasize that the mathematical convention cannot affect cal-
culation of physical quantities. Second, the four matrices in
Eq. (6) are not independent since they are defined by a single
matrix κ̂. There are three relationships between the matrices.
Two of them are the generalized continuity relations presented
above. Another relationship that is derived from Eq. (6) is

(1 + r̂k,ex)k−1
z =

√
|K̂z|

−1(1 + r̂′k,ex)
√
|K̂z|K̂−1

z . Third, if κ̂ is
a spin-conserving Hamiltonian, κ̂ and K̂z commute with each

other. For instance,
√
|K̂|z and

√
|K̂|−1

z in r̂′k,ex cancel so that
the expression becomes simpler. The last constraint becomes
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simpler (1+r̂k,ex)k−1
z = (1+r̂′k,ex)K̂−1

z . These features are useful
for simplifying unperturbed contributions, which we consider
spin conserving in the next section.

C. Perturbation of scattering matrices

To focus on the effects of interfacial spin-orbit coupling, we
use a perturbative approach. Let the interface potential be

κ̂ = κ̂0 + hRσ̂ · (k × z), (8)

where the first term is the unperturbed interface potential
and the second term is the interface Rashba interaction only
present at z = 0. Here σ̂ is the vector of the spin Pauli ma-
trices, z is the unit vector along the interface normal direction
z, and hR is the dimensionless Rashba parameter. We treat hR
perturbatively. Ref. [37] shows that the numerically computed
spin-orbit torques are mostly linear in hR, supporting this per-
turbative approach. We also assume that κ̂0 is spin conserv-
ing in the sense that it is diagonal in spin space. Therefore,
[κ̂0, uσ] = [κ̂0, K̂z] = 0. Examples of spin-conserving poten-
tials are spin-independent barriers and interface exchange po-
tentials in the form of umσ̂ ·m. One interpretation of interface
magnetism (um) is proximity-induced magnetism [44], which
is discussed in Sec. VI C in more detail. The success of the
conventional magnetoelectric circuit theory [45, 46] implies
that assuming a spin conserving interface potential is reason-
able.

To develop a perturbation theory, we denote unperturbed
scattering matrices by a superscript 0. For instance from

Eq. (6), t̂0
k,ex = 2ikz

√
|K̂z||kz|

−1(iK̂z + ikz − κ̂0)−1. It is straight-
forward after some algebra to show that the exact scattering
matrix in the presence of hR is related to the unperturbed scat-
tering matrix as follows; (t̂0

k,ex)−1 t̂k,ex = 1 + (hR/2ikz)σ̂ · (k ×
z)(1 + r̂k,ex).4 By multiplying t̂0

k,ex on both sides,

t̂k,ex = t̂0
k,ex +

hR

2ikz
t̂0
k,exσ̂ · (k × z)

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1 t̂k,ex, (9)

which allows a perturbative expansion with respect to hR in
an iterative way. For instance, replacing t̂k,ex in the right-hand
side by t̂0

k,ex gives the first order perturbation result for t̂k,ex.
From t̂k,ex, the three constraints mentioned in the previous sec-
tion give the rest of the extended matrices immediately. Then,
projecting to the Hilbert space by multiplying by 1̂k and 1̂′k

4 Note that the invertibility of extended matrices is crucial for deducing this.

gives our central result for the scattering matrices.

t̂k = t̂0
k +

hR

2ikz
t̂0
k,exσ̂ · (k × z)(1̂k + r̂0

k), (10a)

t̂′k = t̂′0k +
hR

2ikz
(1 + r̂0

k,ex)σ̂ · (k × z)t̂′0k , (10b)

r̂k = r̂0
k +

hR

2ikz
(1 + r̂0

k,ex)σ̂ · (k × z)(1̂k + r̂0
k), (10c)

r̂′k = r̂′0k +
hR

2ikz
t̂0
k,exσ̂ · (k × z)t̂′0k . (10d)

With Eq. (10) in combination with Eqs. (2) and (3), one can
write down the electronic wave functions for nonzero hR.
Then, physical quantities can be written in terms of unper-
turbed scattering matrices, as we present in the next section
and Appendix A. These expressions in terms of reflection and
transmission coefficients can be used for general interfaces
with spin-nonconserving Hamiltonians of the Rashba type. 5

By computing the unperturbed scattering matrices with first-
principles calculations or toy models, our theory enables com-
puting interfacial spin-orbit coupling contributions for various
types of interfaces. This approach is similar to the way that
one computes the spin mixing conductance [45, 46] in mag-
netoelectric circuit theory.

Three remarks are in order. First, one may notice that
Eq. (10) includes 1/2ikz factors only, but there is no 1/2iK̂z
factor in r̂′k and t̂′k. The absence of 1/2iK̂z seems asymmet-
ric since we consider all the waves incident from the normal
metal and the ferromagnet. This is simply because we used
the constraint (1 + r̂k,ex)0k−1

z = (1 + r̂′k,ex)0K̂−1
z to convert all

1/2iK̂z to 1/2ikz for simplicity. Therefore, our result does not
break the symmetry in the expressions. Second, in the pres-
ence of interfacial spin-orbit coupling, a bound state that does
not correspond to any unperturbed state could arise. In Ap-
pendix C, we demonstrate that a bound state is not present
in the perturbative regime that we consider here. Third, the
presence of the extended matrices in Eq. (10) is purely math-
ematical. This is similar to the Born approximation in scatter-
ing theory. In the Born approximation, the mathematical ex-
pression of scattering states contains virtual transitions which
are not allowed due to the conservation of energy. However,
such a treatment allows us to calculate the scattering states
in a perturbative regime. Similarly, the presence of the ex-
tended matrices does not mean a physical transition but a
mathematical artifact of the perturbative approach. Physical
quantities do not depends on the extended space. The relation
(1 + r̂0

k,ex)k−1
z = (1 + r̂′0k,ex)K̂−1

z is helpful for this purpose. For
instance, when we need to project r̂k,ex by 1̂′k to compute a
physical quantity, the relation allows expressing r̂k,ex in terms
of r̂′k,ex, so the projection by 1̂′k is given by the natural relation
r̂′k,ex1̂′k = r̂′k.

5 Even if the perturbing Hamiltonian is not in the Rashba type, our approach
is still valid when one replaces hRσ · (k× z) by the perturbing Hamiltonian.
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IV. EXPRESSION OF SPIN-ORBIT TORQUE

We consider a situation that an external current is applied.
In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, angular momentum con-
servation suggests that the total angular momentum injected
into the ferromagnet is equal to the spin current at the inter-
face. However, in the presence of interfacial spin-orbit cou-
pling, the spin current at z = +0 is not equal to the spin-orbit
torque, because some of the angular momentum is transferred
to the lattice. Thus, it requires a careful separation of the an-
gular momentum flow [41, 42] (See Fig. 2).

To develop an expression for the torque, we first ignore
magnetism at the interface and restore it later. Then, the total
spin-orbit torque is computed by the spin current right at the
interface in the ferromagnet, z = +0. For illustration, we first
compute the spin current at z = −0 and how much angular mo-
mentum changes at the interface due to interfacial spin-orbit
coupling. We compute the charge and spin current density at
z = −0 by

ĵz(r) = −e Trk Re[ρδ(rop − r)vz], (11)

where Re[A] = (A + A†)/2 refers to the real part of the
given matrix A, Trk is the partial trace over k only (the re-
sult is 2 × 2 matrix in spin space), ĵz = ( jez + σ̂ · js

z)/2, js
z

is the spin current flowing along z with the direction of the
vector denoting the direction of spin, jez is the charge cur-
rent along z, vz = (~/mei)∂z is the velocity operator, ρ =∑

kσ′σ,a=N/F f a
k,σ′,σ|kσ

′; a〉〈kσ; a| is the density matrix, f N/F
k,σ′,σ

is the reduced density matrix for a given k, rop is the po-
sition operator, and r is a c-number indicating the position
at which the current density is evaluated. Here |kσ; N/F〉
refers to a scattering state incident from the nonmagnet (fer-
romagnet) that has momentum k in the nonmagnet and spin
σ, that is, ψa

kσ(r) = 〈r|kσ; a〉. The current is written by
jz(r) = (−e/2)

∑
kσ′σ,a=N/F f a

kσ′σ〈kσ; a|{vz, δ(rop−r)}σ̂|kσ′; a〉,
and similarly for the charge current. Since we know the elec-
tronic wave functions Eqs. (2a) and (3a), we can calculate this
analytically. The delta function enables computing the ma-
trix element without performing any integration. After some
algebra,

ĵz|z=−0 = −
eL
hV

∑
k⊥

∫
dE( f̂ N

k 1̂k − r̂k f̂ N
k r̂†k − t̂′k f̂ F

k t̂′†k 1̂k). (12)

Here, f̂ N/F
k =

∑
σ′σ ξσ′ f

N/F
k,σ′,σξ

†
σ is the matrix representation of

the reduced density matrix, L is the thickness of the system
along z direction, h = 2π~ is the Planck constant, the sum-
mation over k⊥ refers to the summation over all transverse
momenta, and E is the energy of the electron. In order to
compute the contribution from f̂ F

k , we assume that f̂ F
k is diag-

onal in σ, so that the electrons in the ferromagnet has no spin
component perpendicular to the magnetization, as assumed in
the magnetoelectric circuit theory. In order to convert

∑
k to∑

k⊥

∫
dE, we use

∑
k =

∑
k⊥

∑
kz

and
∑

kz
= (L/2π)

∫
dkz =

(meL/2π~2)
∫

dE/kz. We use 1̂k f̂ N
k 1̂ = f̂ N

k and 1̂′k f̂ F
k 1̂′ = f̂ F

k

by their definition.6 These relations play a role in projecting
the extended matrices in Eq. (10) when computing physical
quantities.

Equation (12) has the same form as the core result of
the conventional magnetoelectric circuit theory [45, 46]. An
evanescent contribution from a wave incident from the ferro-
magnet with σ = −1 cannot contribute to ĵz|z=−0 (see addi-
tional 1̂k factor in the last term). But in Appendix A, we show
that an evanescent contribution plays an important role in an
in-plane current flow in the presence of interfacial spin-orbit
coupling.

Applying an external field shifts the distribution function.
In linear response regime, we approximate the Fermi sur-
face contribution by defining chemical potentials ∆ f̂ N/F

k =

e∆µ̂N/Fδ(E−EF) where EF is the Fermi level. The delta func-
tion allows us to perform integration over E in Eq. (12) by
taking E = EF . In the presence of an electrical (charge) cur-
rent along x direction, it shifts the electron distribution func-
tion with a finite momentum relaxation time τN in the non-
magnet, τ↑/↓ in the ferromagnet. Here ↑ and ↓ refer to the
majority (σ = −1) and minority (σ = 1) bands. That is,
∆µ̂N = (Ex/me)~kxτ

N1̂k and ∆µ̂F = (Ex/me)~kxτ̂
F1̂′k where

Ex is the applied electric field, and τ̂F = τ↓u+ + τ↑u− is a 2× 2
matrix of the relaxation times in the ferromagnet. Then the
nonequilibrium current is

ĵz|z=−0 = −
e2L
hV

∑
k⊥

[
∆µ̂N1̂k − r̂k∆µ̂Nr̂†k − t̂′k∆µF t̂′†k 1̂k

]
E=EF

=
e2LEx

2πmeV

∑
k⊥

[
kxr̂kτ

N r̂†k + kx t̂′kτ̂
F t̂′†k 1̂k

]
E=EF

. (13)

Since the expression is given by quantities at the Fermi level,
we from now on omit [· · · ]|E=EF and implicitly assume that
the nonequilibrium current is evaluated at the Fermi level.
The simple formula Eq. (13) gives the nonequilibrum spin and
charge currents right at the interface in the nonmagnet. With-
out spin-orbit coupling, the system has the rotational symme-
try around z, so r̂k is an even function of kx and ky. Therefore,
Eq. (13) vanishes identically after summing up over all trans-
verse modes. Thus, we reproduce the well-known result that
there is no conventional spin-transfer torque induced by an
in-plane charge current.

However, the existence of interfacial spin-orbit coupling
changes the situation drastically. Since Eq. (10) includes a
term which is odd in k, Eq. (13) gives rise to a finite contribu-
tion. Putting Eq. (10) into Eq. (13), we obtain

ĵz|z=−0 = −hR
e2LEx

4πmeV
Im

∑
k⊥

k2
⊥

kz
(1̂k + r̂0

k)σ̂y t̂′0k (τ̂F − τN)t̂′0†k ,

(14)
where Im[A] = (A − A†)/2i refers to the imaginary part of the

given matrix A and k⊥ =
√

k2
x + k2

y . Here we use the unitarity

6 There is no incident electron out of the Hilbert space.
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relation r̂0
kr̂0†

k + t̂′0k t̂′0†k 1̂k = 1̂k which is derived in Appendix B.
In addition, we perform an angular average of the summand:
For any unit vector u,

∑
k⊥ (k ·u)σ̂ · (k×z) =

∑
k⊥ (k2

⊥/2)σ̂ · (u×
z) after taking average of contributions from all directions of
k⊥ = kxx + kyy with the same magnitude. Taking u = x yields
σ̂y in Eq. (14).

Now we compute the discontinuity at the interface. The
derivative mismatch condition hRσ̂ · (k × z)ψz=0 = ∂zψz=+0 −

∂zψz=−0, allows us to compute ∆ ĵz ≡ ĵz|z=+0 − ĵz|z=−0 in terms
of the wave function at z = 0. From Eq. (11), jz|z=+0− jz|z=−0 =

−hR(e~/me) Trk Im[ρδ(rop − r)σ̂σ̂ · (k × z)], and similarly for
the charge current. Here r is the position at the interface, so it
does not have a z-component. Since the expression is already
proportional to hR, we can replace r̂k in the wave function by
r̂0

k. After some algebra,

∆ ĵz = hR
e2LEx

4πmeV
Im

∑
k⊥

k2
⊥

|kz|
σ̂y[(1̂k+r̂0

k)τN(1̂k+r̂0†
k )+τ̂′0k τ̂

Fτ̂′0†k ].

(15)
The physical meaning of Eq. (15) is the angular momentum
absorption or emission at the interface due to spin-orbit cou-
pling. Therefore, Eq. (15) amounts to how much angular mo-
mentum is transferred from the lattice at the interface.

The expression for the spin-orbit torque is given by the
Pauli components of ĵz|z=+0 perpendicular to the magnetiza-
tion m, and ĵz|z=+0 is given by the sum of Eqs. (14) and
(15). Explicitly, TR = −(~V/2eL) Trσ[σ̂⊥ ĵz|z=+0], where
σ̂⊥ = σ̂ − m(σ̂ · m) is the transverse part of the Pauli ma-
trix vector to m and Trσ is the trace over the 2 × 2 spin space.
After some algebra,

TR = Im[TR]m × (y ×m) + Re[TR]m × y, (16a)

TR = T N
R + T F

R , (16b)

T N
R = hR

~eExτ

8πme

∑
k⊥

k2
⊥

kz
(1 − r↑∗k r↓k)(r↑k − r↓∗k ) (16c)

T F
R = −hR

~eEx

8πme

∑
k⊥

k2
⊥

kz
(r↓k|t

′↑

k |
2τ↑ − r↑∗k |t

′↓

k |
2τ↓)

+ hR
~eEx

8πme

∑
k⊥,k2

z<0

k2
⊥

|kz|
(|t′↑k |

2τ↑ − |t′↓k |
2τ↓), (16d)

where we expanded r̂0
k = r↓ku+ + r↑ku− and t̂′0k = t′↓k u+ + t′↑k u− as

done in magnetoelectric circuit theory. Here ↑ is assigned for
σ = −1 since σ = −1 is majority in our model. Equation (16)
is the central result of this paper. The terms in Eq. (16) are the
dampinglike spin-orbit torque and fieldlike spin-orbit torque
respectively.
T N

R is the contribution from a current flowing in the non-
magnet. By the Drude model, the applied current is written
as nNe2Exτ/me where nN is the electron density in the non-
magnet. Therefore, τ multiplied by Ex is proportional to the
applied current. Similarly, T F

R is the contribution from the
current flowing in the ferromagnet. Especially, the second
term in T F

R is an evanescent contribution in the nonmagnet
(see k2

z < 0). Although the wave function in the nonmagnet is
evanescent, incident waves from the ferromagnet can be prop-
agating, giving rise to a finite amount of spin-orbit torque.

F

N
incoming

angular momentum (1)

to lattice (2)

to interface

magnetization (4)

to bulk

magnetization (3)

z

x

Angular momentum conservation (boundary condition)

(1)-(2) = (3)+(4)

FIG. 2. (color online) Illustration of conservation of angular momen-
tum at the interface. The incoming angular momentum (1) splits into
three drains; to the lattice by interfacial spin-orbit coupling (2), to the
bulk magnetism (3), and to the interface magnetism (4). The conser-
vation of angular momentum implies that (1)=(2)+(3)+(4), which
is captured by the boundary condition of the Schrödinger equation.
Equation (16) is computed by (1)−(2), which is, by the conservation
of angular momentum, (3)+(4), the total spin-orbit torque to magne-
tization.

Such a contribution is crucial for topological insulators where
the nonmagnet is insulating. We also demonstrate in Sec. V A
that this contribution can also be the dominant contribution in
magnetic bilayers.

In the case of torques due to the spin Hall effect in the
interior of the layer, the spin Hall current proportional to
θSHEx creates a spin current into the ferromagnet, where θSH
is the spin Hall angle. For this mechanism, the real part of
the spin mixing conductance G↑↓ contributes to the damping-
like torque and the imaginary part contributes to the fieldlike
torque [45, 46]. Comparing this result to Eq. (16) suggests
that θSHExG↑↓ in the spin Hall effect contribution corresponds
to iTR in the interfacial spin-orbit coupling contribution (up to
a constant factor).

Now we restore the possibility of interface magnetism at
the interface and argue that Eq. (16) is unchanged. When we
add interfacial magnetism umσ̂ · m, the boundary condition
changes to umσ̂ ·mψz=0 +hRσ̂ ·(k×z)ψz=0 = ∂zψz=+0−∂zψz=−0.
This is nothing but the angular momentum conservation re-
lation at the interface. The terms in the left-hand side cor-
respond to the angular momenta transferred from the inter-
face magnetization and the lattice. The terms in the right-
hand side correspond to the incoming and outgoing angu-
lar momenta. The first term in the left-hand side and the
first term in the right-hand side correspond to the (negative
of) spin-transfer torque to the interfacial magnetism and the
spin-transfer torque to the bulk. Therefore, the total spin-
transfer torque is computed by the sum of the interfacial spin-
transfer torque and the bulk spin-transfer torque, which cor-
responds to ∂zψz=+0 − umσ̂ · mψz=0. This is the same as
∂zψz=−0 +hRσ̂·(k×z)ψz=0, which is exactly what we express in
Eq. (16). Conservation of angular momentum is summarized
in Fig. 2.
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V. SPIN-ORBIT TORQUE FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF
INTERFACES

In this section, we use Eq. (16) to compute spin-orbit
torques for various types of interfaces. Examples includes
magnetic bilayers, ferromagnetic insulators, and topological
insulators as presented in Table I.

A. Magnetic bilayers - Bulk magnetism

We start from the following unperturbed Hamiltonian.

H = −
~2

2me
∇2 + Jσ̂ ·mΘ(z), (17)

where Θ(z) is the Heaviside step function representing that the
bulk ferromagnetism J is present only in z > 0. The potential
energy profile is presented in Fig. 3. Here we assume EF > 0,
otherwise the normal metal is insulating.

Since we have no interface potential other than spin-orbit
coupling, we use Eq. (6) by putting κ̂ = 0.

r↑/↓k =


kz − k∓z
kz + k∓z

if kz is real,

0 if kz is imaginary,
(18a)

t′↑/↓k =


2i

√
k∓z |kz|

ikz + ik∓z
if k∓z is real,

0 if k∓z is imaginary,
(18b)

When we define k2
F = 2meEF/~

2 and ∆2 = 2meJ/~2, each
momentum has the following relations: k2

⊥ + k2
z = k2

F and k2
⊥ +

(k±z )2 ± ∆2 = k2
F . There always are evanescent contributions

from any scattered wave regardless of EF and J, since k⊥ can
be arbitrarily close to kF .

The total spin-orbit torque is given by the sum of Eq. (16c)
and Eq. (16d). Putting Eq. (18a) into Eq. (16c) gives spin-orbit

FN

Potential profile

zz=0

2J

Minority

band

Majority

band

EF

0

FIG. 3. (color online) The potential profile (blue lines) for the model
Eq. (17). The energy profile is spin-independent for z < 0 while it has
a 2J gap between the majority and minority bands for z > 0. Here the
red line denotes the Fermi level. The figure shows a typical situation
where EF > J so that the spin polarization at the ferromagnet is
incomplete, but the theory covers the whole range of positive EF .

torque generated by a current flowing in the normal metal.

Re[T N
R ] = −hR

~eExτ

2πme

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

k2
⊥kz

(k−z )2 − |k+
z |

2

(kz + k−z )2|kz + k+
z |

2 , (19a)

Im[T N
R ] = −hR

~eExτ

2πme

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

k2
⊥kz

2k−z Im[k+
z ]

(kz + k−z )2|kz + k+
z |

2 , (19b)

where
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F
refers to the summation over all transverse

mode satisfying k2
⊥ < k2

F thus making kz real. Here, kz and
k−z are real and positive. The evanescent contribution Im[k+

z ]
is crucial for the dampinglike component Im[T N

R ]. We re-
mark that the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (19) have the
same sign. This implies that the dampinglike and the fieldlike
component of Eq. (16c) in this model have the same sign.

Putting Eq. (18b) into Eq. (16d) gives spin-orbit torque gen-
erated by a current flowing in the ferromagnet. Although the
situation is slightly more complicated than above, the explicit
expressions are similar:

Re[T F
R ] = −hR

~eExτ
↑

2πme

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

k2
⊥kz

k2
z − |k

+
z |

2

(kz + k−z )2|kz + k+
z |

2 ,

− hR
~eExτ

↓

2πme

∑
k2
⊥+∆2<k2

F

k2
⊥k+

z
k−z − kz

(kz + k+
z )2(kz + k−z )

+ hR
~eExτ

↑

2πme

∑
k2

F<k2
⊥<k2

F+∆2

k2
⊥k−z
∆2 , (20a)

Im[T F
R ] = hR

~eExτ
↑

2πme

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

k2
⊥k−z

2kz Im[k+
z ]

(kz + k−z )2|kz + k+
z |

2 . (20b)

Here, terms proportional to τ↑ and τ↓ are contributions from
majority and minority electron flows respectively. We remark
that evanescent modes are crucial for the existence of damp-
inglike components. The first two terms of the real part are
majority and minority counterparts of Re[T N

R ]. The imagi-
nary part has also the same form as Im[T N

R ], but only majority
electrons contribute because minority electrons do not make
any transition to an evanescent state in this model. The last
term in the real part has no counterpart in Eq. (19) since it
originates from the imbalance between majority and minority
states due to a nonzero J. This term originates from transition
of majority electrons in the ferromagnet to evanescent states
in the normal metal. We show below that this contribution
is very large and can dominate the other contributions mak-
ing the consideration of a finite J and the resulting evanescent
modes very important.

Converting the summations in Eqs. (19) and (20) to integra-
tions allows us to compute the spin-orbit torque as a function

of EF/J. To do this, we convert
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F
to (A/4π)

∫ k2
F

0 d(k⊥)2,
where A = V/L is the are of the interface, and similarly for the
other summations. To express all momenta in terms of k⊥, we
use k2

z = k2
F − k2

⊥ and (k±z )2 = k2
F ∓ ∆2 − k2

⊥. There are two
regimes. For EF ≤ J, k+

z is imaginary for the whole interval
of the integration 0 < k2

⊥ < k2
F . On the other hand, for EF > J,

it is necessary to consider the intervals 0 < k2
⊥ < k2

F − ∆2 and
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FIG. 4. (color online) Spin-orbit torque (SOT) to the bulk magnetism
in magnetic bilayer described by Eq. (17). The red lines are contri-
butions from a current flowing in the normal metal, and the other
lines are those from a current flowing in the ferromagnet. Among
these, the blue lines are contributions from majority electrons flow
and the cyan line represents contributions from minority electron
flow. The dashed and dot-dashed lines are the real part, thus repre-
senting fieldlike torque (FLT), while the solid lines are the imaginary
part, thus representing dampinglike torque (DLT). The dot-dashed
line represents the third term in Re[T F

R ] in Eq. (20), which originates
from a nonzero value of J and transitions to resulting the evanescent
states. The spin-orbit torque from electrons in normal metal, majority
electrons, and minority electrons are divided by 2hR~eExτAk3

F/πme,
2hR~eExτ

↑Ak3
F/πme, and 2hR~eExτ

↓Ak3
F/πme, respectively, and the

results are dimensionless. Thus, the total spin-orbit torque is given
by the weighted sum of all the contributions with the weighting fac-
tors (τ, τ↑, τ↓).

k2
F−∆2 < k2

⊥ < k2
F separately, since k+

z is imaginary for the for-
mer and is real for the latter. Thus, it has different properties
when taking the absolute value. In both cases, k−z is always
real, and kz is imaginary only when k2

F < k2
⊥ < k2

F + ∆2. The
integration can be performed fully analytically, however, we
present only numerical results due to complexity of the ex-
pressions.

Figure 4 presents (normalized) contributions of spin-orbit
torques as a function of EF/J. The values are divided by fac-
tors proportional to Exτ, Exτ

↑, and Exτ
↓ for electrons in nor-

mal metal, majority electrons in the ferromagnet, and minority
electrons in the ferromagnet, respectively. In most experimen-
tal situations, people apply an electrical current mainly in the
normal metal. Thus we discuss the spin-orbit torque originat-
ing from a current in the normal metal first and consider the
effects of a current leaking to the ferromagnet.

Red lines in Fig. 4 represent fieldlike (dashed line) and
dampinglike (solid line) components of spin-orbit torque in-
duced by a current flowing in the normal metal. Unlike
the two-dimensional Rashba model [11, 12], the damping-
like component has the same order of magnitude as the field-
like component and even larger for wide range of EF . As
we remark above, each component has the same sign. If
the current leaking to the ferromagnet is sufficiently small or
the ferromagnet is more resistive than the normal metal, we
can consider the current to flow mainly in the normal metal.
In this case, the dampinglike torque is comparable or even
larger than fieldlike torque implying that experimental results
for the dampinglike spin-orbit torque due to the spin Hall ef-
fect [8–10, 59–61] should be carefully analyzed due to the

possibility of the contributions from interfacial spin-orbit cou-
pling [62, 63].

Now we consider the contributions from the current flow-
ing in the ferromagnet. Neglecting the unconventional term
from a finite J (dot-dashed line in Fig. 4), the dampinglike
component (solid blue line) has the opposite sign of the nor-
mal metal contribution because the dampinglike component
is generated by angular momentum carried by a spin current,
which has opposite directions for these two contributions. On
the other hand, since the fieldlike component originates from
the current-induced spin-orbit field, the contributions from
currents in both sides can act additively. Thus, the dashed
blue line and the cyan line have the same sign as the dashed
red line in wide range of EF/J.7

One remarkable result of this calculation is that the third
term in Re[T F

R ] in Eq. (20) is larger than the other contribu-
tions. It is around five times larger than the dampinglike com-
ponents (solid lines) at EF ≈ J (not shown). The origin of this
term is the finite magnitude of J and the resulting evanescent
states. If τ↑ has the same order of magnitude as τ, this term
can be the dominant contribution, illustrating the importance
of accounting for the different Fermi surface. If the current
flowing in the ferromagnet is at least comparable to that in
the normal metal, the total spin torque is approximated by the
third term in Re[T F

R ]. The summation is performed in a simple
analytic form:

TR ≈ hR
~eExτ

↑

2πme

∑
k2

F<k2
⊥<k2

F+∆2

k2
⊥k−z
∆2 = hR

eExτ
↑A∆

15πh
(5EF + 2J).

(21)
Since the number of electrons in the majority band remains
finite when EF → 0, the contribution does not vanish in this
limit, unlike the other contributions in Fig. 4.8

B. Magnetic bilayers - Interface magnetism

We start from the following unperturbed Hamiltonian.

H = −
~2

2me
∇2 +

~2

2me
(u0 + umσ̂ ·m)δ(z), (22)

where u0 and um are parameters for spin-independent and
spin-dependent interface potentials. The former refers to an
interface barrier and the latter refers to an interface mag-
netism. The interface magnetism is a possible simple model
for the proximity-induced magnetism at the interface [44].
Since all the Fermi wave vectors are the same, there are no
evanescent waves. The potential energy profile is presented

7 This argument is only valid when the propagating contributions are domi-
nant. If EF is close to J, this argument is not guaranteed as shown in Fig. 4
(blue and cyan dashed lines). We consider a model not containing any
evanescent mode in Sec. V B, giving a clearer example of this conclusion.

8 In Fig. 4, the dot-dashed line seems divergent when EF → 0. However,
this is a result of the normalizing factor ∼ k3

F . Figure 4 does not present the
dependence on EF , but EF/J.
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FIG. 5. (color online) The potential profile (blue lines) for the model
Eq. (22). Here the spin-independent potential u0 and spin-dependent
potential um are present at z = 0. The red line denotes the Fermi level.
In this figure, a delta functions is represented as a square function
with a finite height and a finite width for illustration.

in Fig. 5. Each side around z = 0 is symmetric, so there is
no explicit difference between the normal metal and the fer-
romagnet. Here we model the ferromagnet by assigning dif-
ferent τ↑ and τ↓ values and assuming that angular momentum
right at z = +0 are absorbed into the ferromagnet and make a
contribution to spin-orbit torque. In other words, we implic-
itly assume a vanishingly small magnitude of magnetism in
the ferromagnetic bulk.

We use Eq. (6) by putting K̂z = kz and κ̂ = u0 + umσ̂ ·m, to
obtain

r↑↓k =
u0 ∓ um

2ikz − (u0 ∓ um)
, t′↑↓k = 1 + r↑↓k . (23)

Putting this into Eq. (16),

Re[TR] = hR
~eEx

πme

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

2u0um(τ + τe
F) + (u2

0 + u2
m)τs

F

Dk(u0, um)
, (24a)

Im[TR] = −hR
~eEx

πme

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

kz
2u0(τ − τe

F) − 2umτ
s
F

Dk(u0, um)
, (24b)

where Dk(u0, um) = [4k2
z + (u0 − um)2][4k2

z + (u0 + um)2]/k2
⊥kz.

τe/s
F = (τ↑ ± τ↓)/2 amounts to charge/spin current flowing in

the ferromagnet.
We observe the following features. First, considering only

charge current contributions, the fieldlike component is addi-
tive [τ + τe

F in Eq. (24a)] and the dampinglike component is
subtractive [τ − τe

F in Eq. (24b)]. This observation is consis-
tent with the discussion in Sec. V A. We can observe it here
more clearly since there are no evanescent contributions in this
model. Second, the charge current contributions are all zero
when u0 = 0. This means that, if an applied current is mostly
flowing in the normal metal, interfacial spin-orbit torque in-
duced by the current is proportional to the spin-independent
barrier at the interface. Third, the spin-orbit torque does not
vanish even when there is no magnetism; um = 0. The spin-
orbit torque contribution without magnetism is attributed to
our assumption that there is a vanishingly small magnetism

FLT

Charge current Spin current

DLT

0.0 1.0

u0/kF

u
m

/k
F

0.0

0.0

2.0

2.0

-2.0

FIG. 6. Magnitude of spin-orbit torque in the presence of interface
magnetism. We plot spin-orbit torque as a function of u0/kF and
um/kF . To compare magnitude clearly, we plot absolute values, dis-
carding the signs. The upper two panels represent fieldlike com-
ponents [Eq. (24a)] and the lower two panels represent damping-
like components [Eq. (24b)]. The left two panels represent charge-
current-induced contributions (proportional to τ ± τe

F). The right two
panels represent spin-current-induced contributions (proportional to
τs

F). The values are divided by hR~eExA/24πmekF for all panels, and
additionally divided by τ ± τe

F for the charge-current-induced con-
tributions (+ for FLT and − for DLT) and τs

F for the spin-current-
induced contributions. The resulting values are dimensionless. The
black lines near u0 = 0 or um = 0 are regions where spin-orbit torque
is not computed due to numerical instability.

in the ferromagnetic bulk. When angular momentum is trans-
ferred from the lattice through interfacial spin-orbit coupling,
a finite amount of spin current at z = +0 is generated. In our
approach, we assume, even when exchange in the bulk is not
explicitly included, that dephasing transfers the spin angular
momentum from the spin current to the bulk magnetism, giv-
ing rise to a torque. The size of the spin-orbit torque to the
bulk is then determined by the conservation of angular mo-
mentum, so that the total spin torque absorbed into the fer-
romagnet is determined by the spin current at z = +0, no
matter how small the bulk exchange coupling strength is in
the model. In conclusion, the contributions proportional to um
are spin-orbit torque to the interface magnetism um, while the
other contributions are spin-orbit torque to the ferromagnetic
bulk.

To compare the relative magnitude of the fieldlike and
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FIG. 7. (color online) The potential profile (blue lines) for the model
Eq. (25). In the ferromagnet, there is a spin-independent barrier U
that makes the ferromagnet insulating. The Fermi level (red line) is
less than U−J, thus both majority and minority bands are evanescent.

dampinglike components, we convert the summations in
Eq. (24) to integrations as in Sec. V A. We plot the absolute
values of each contribution in Fig. 6. Normalization factors,
∝ Ex(τ ± τe

F) or ∝ Exτ
s
F, are introduced. The total spin-orbit

torque is given by the weighted sum of each panel. We ob-
serve that the fieldlike and dampinglike components are on
the similar order of magnitude, but the fieldlike component is
in general larger than dampinglike component in wide range
of parameters. The spin-current-induced fieldlike contribution
is the largest. The same model has been studied by Haney et
al. [37] without a perturbative approach. They show that the
fieldlike component is in general larger than the dampinglike
component, which is consistent with our approach.

C. Ferromagnetic insulators

We start from the following unperturbed Hamiltonian.

H = −
~2

2me
∇2 + (U + Jσ̂ ·m)Θ(z), (25)

where U is a spin-independent potential that makes the fer-
romagnet (z > 0) insulating. Thus, the Fermi level should
be below U − J. Without loss of generality, we can assume
U > J, otherwise there are no occupied electronic states. The
potential energy profile is presented in Fig. 7.

Since the ferromagnet is insulating, k±z are all imaginary.
We define q±z = −ik±z , which is real and positive. The reflec-
tion amplitudes are given by the same formula as in Sec. V A.

r↑↓k =
ikz + q∓z
ikz − q∓z

. (26)

Since all the other momenta are imaginary, there is no contri-
bution from T F

R . Thus, we only need to compute Eq. (16c):

TR = hR
~3eExτ

2πm2
e

J
U2 − J2

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

k2
⊥kz. (27)

Since TR is real, only fieldlike spin-orbit torques can survive.
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FIG. 8. Fieldlike spin-orbit torque in ferromagnetic insulators di-
vided by 8hR

√
2meeExτA/15π2~2× [EF/(U − J)]5/2/U3/2. The result

is dimensionless.

We now perform the summation in the same way described
in Sec. V A. After some algebra,

TR = hR
8
√

2meeExτA
15π2~2

JE5/2
F

U2 − J2 . (28)

The spin-orbit torque vanishes at EF = 0 since there are no
occupied states. It increases as EF increases. Equation (28)
has a singularity at J = U, but it does not diverges at J =

U because as J approaches U, EF approaches to zero since
EF < U − J. The maximum of Eq. (28) occurs at EF = U − J;
TR ∝ J(U−J)5/2/(U2−J2), which has a maximum at J = U/3.
Therefore,

TR ≤ hR
8
√

meeExτA

45
√

3π2~2
U3/2, (29)

which is finite.
To see the numerical behavior of TR, we parameterize EF ,

U, and J with two parameters. Since U > J and 0 < EF ≤

U − J, we put J = αU and EF = β(U − J) with dimensionless
parameters α and β satisfying 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1. Then,

TR = hR
8
√

2meeExτA
15π2~2 ×

β5/2

U3/2 ×
α(1 − α)3/2

1 + α
. (30)

The first factor is an overall factor proportional to the applied
current. The second factor shows a simple dependence of spin
torque as a function of β and U. We plot the last factor in
Fig. 8. As we discuss above the maximum occurs at J/U =

1/3. This plot confirms again that the spin-orbit torque is finite
even when J approaches U.

We add the interface potential (u0 + umσ̂ · m)δ(z) at z = 0
and briefly see how results change. The reflection amplitudes
change to

r↑↓k =
ikz + (q∓z + u0 ∓ um)
ikz − (q∓z + u0 ∓ um)

. (31)

The spin-orbit torque is then

TR = hR
~eExτ

2πme

∑
k⊥

k2
⊥kz(q−z + q+

z + 2u0)(q−z − q+
z − 2um)

Dk(u0, um)
,

(32)
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FIG. 9. (color online) The potential profile (blue lines) for the model
Eq. (33). Here the spin-independent potential u0 and spin-dependent
potential um are present at z = 0. The Fermi level (red line) is below
the barrier U.

where Dk(u0, um) = [k2
z + (q−z +u0−um)2][k2

z + (q+
z +u0 +um)2].

TR is still real. It is consistent with the observation in Sec. V A
that evanescent waves in the nonmagnet are crucial to get a
dampinglike component. In this model, since the ferromagnet
is insulating, there are no evanescent waves in the nonmagnet,
thus only the fieldlike component can survive, regardless of
an additional interface potential.

D. Topological insulators in contact with a ferromagnet

For the case of topological insulators in contact with a fer-
romagnet, the nonmagnet is insulating. Thus a current flows
along the ferromagnet only and the Rashba-type interaction at
the interface z = 0 gives rise to spin-orbit torque. Thus, we
start from the following unperturbed Hamiltonian [64, 65]. 9

H = −
~2

2me
∇2 + UΘ(−z) + Jσ̂ ·mΘ(z). (33)

Here the barrier U(> EF) makes the nonmagnetic layer insu-
lating. Without loss of generality, we can assume that U > J
and EF > −J, otherwise there are no occupied states. The
potential profile of Eq. (33) is presented in Fig. 9. In the non-
magnet, the wave vector is imaginary, so we define qz = −ikz.
Then, q2

z + (k±z )2 = 2me(U ∓ J)/~2. From Eq. (6), the trans-
mission amplitude is given by

t′↑↓k =
2i

√
Re[k∓z ]qz

ik∓z − qz
. (34)

Since the normal metal is insulating, Eq. (16d) gives spin-
orbit torque. Since there is no incident wave in normal metal,
r↑↓k = 0, so the second term in Eq. (16d) contributes only.
After some algebra,

TR = hR
~3eEx

4πm2
e

∑
k⊥

k2
⊥

(
Re[k−z ]
U + J

τ↑ −
Re[k+

z ]
U − J

τ↓
)
. (35)

9 The model can be an oversimplication of topological surface states, but we
present this model for pedagogical reasons.

Here k−z is real since majority waves should be propagating.
But k+

z can be imaginary depending on k⊥.
To perform the summation, we convert it to an integration

as in Sec. V A. After some algebra,

TR =
hR
√

2meeExA
15π2~2 Re

[
(EF + J)5/2τ↑

U + J
−

(EF − J)5/2τ↓

U − J

]
.

(36)
Here taking the real part (Re) eliminates contribution from
states out of the Hilbert space. Explicitly, Re[(EF − J)5/2] =

(EF− J)5/2Θ(EF− J), thus the second term does not contribute
when EF < J.

Equation (36) shows that spin-orbit torques exist even when
τ↑ = τ↓. A similar observation is made in Appendix A that an
anisotropic magnetoresistance can arise even without differ-
ence between τ↑ and τ↓, unlike Ref. [33]. This is because, in
our theory, k+

F , k−F . Since we break a symmetry, we obtain a
torque originating from the asymmetry. As a passing remark,
similarly to Sec. V C, U − J in the denominator in the second
term in Eq. (36) does not yield any singularity at J = U. This
is because EF ≤ U. When J approaches to U, there must be
a point where J becomes equal or larger than EF at which the
second term does not contribute.

Since Eq. (36) is real, only a fieldlike component can sur-
vive. This is not an artifact of the particular Hamiltonian that
we choose [Eq. (33)]. We remark that the second term in
Eq. (16d) is always real, regardless of any detail of a model.
On the other hand, recent experiments [66–68] report siz-
able dampinglike spin-orbit torques in topological insulators
in contact with a ferromagnetic layer, contrary to our results.
One possible cause of the dampinglike torque is that in real
materials, the location of topological surface states is shifted
on a nanometer scale when attached to a ferromagnet [69–
71]. This displacement can be a cause of a finite dampinglike
torque. Another possible cause is intrinsic spin-orbit torque.
In our theory, we only consider extrinsic contributions that
are proportional to scattering times. However, in the two-
dimensional Rashba model, the intrinsic spin-orbit torque is
perpendicular to extrinsic spin-orbit torque [17]. If similar
contributions exist in our three-dimensional model, they could
cause a dampinglike component.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison to the two-dimensional Rashba model

Magnetic bilayers with bulk magnetism can behave quite
differently from two-dimensional Rashba models. The two-
dimensional Rashba model shows only fieldlike compo-
nents [11, 12] unless one takes into account intrinsic spin-orbit
torque from the Berry phase [17] or a spin relaxation mecha-
nism [13–16]. However, in our approach, a dampinglike spin-
orbit torque with a similar order of magnitude arises if the cur-
rent mostly flows in the normal metal layer. If a current flow-
ing in the ferromagnet has a similar order of magnitude to that
in the normal metal, the result shows mostly fieldlike contri-
butions, dominated by the dot-dashed line in Fig. 4. However,
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the behavior is still very different from the two-dimensional
model. The contribution only comes from the majority elec-
trons in the ferromagnet and thus is proportional to τ↑ only.
On the other hand, the fieldlike spin-orbit torque derived by
the two-dimensional Rashba model is proportional to the spin
polarization ∝ (τ↑ − τ↓)/(τ↑ + τ↓). Therefore, the dominant
contribution is not the counterpart of the fieldlike spin-orbit
torque from the two-dimensional Rashba model.

Magnetic bilayers with interface magnetism behave simi-
larly to the two-dimensional Rashba model. As in Fig. 6, the
fieldlike spin-orbit torque from spin current is the largest. In
the two-dimensional Rashba model, the imbalance between
the numbers of electrons in majority and minority is the pri-
mary source of spin-orbit field and the resulting fieldlike spin-
orbit torque. In our model, it is modeled by τ↑ , τ↓ since we
do not have a finite exchange splitting explicitly. Therefore,
the upper right panel in Fig. 6 corresponds to the traditional
contribution from the two-dimensional Rashba model. How-
ever, the spin-orbit torque contributions driven by pure charge
currents τe

F (left panels in Fig. 6) is a unique feature of the
three-dimensional model.

Systems with a ferromagnetic insulator or a topological in-
sulator show only fieldlike spin-orbit torques. This is simi-
lar to the two-dimensional Rashba model. We observe that
a current flowing at z = 0 (where the Rashba interaction ex-
ists) results in fieldlike spin-orbit torque while a current across
z = 0 results in dampinglike spin-orbit torque. If one of the
layers is insulating, there is no propagating wave from one
to another. The situation is the same as the two-dimensional
Rashba model. In the two-dimensional model, the Rashba in-
teraction is present over the whole sample, and only in-plane
electron transport is allowed. Hence, there is no possibility for
electrons to cross a Rashba region, eliminating the possibility
of a dampinglike contribution.

We do not consider intrinsic contributions from the Berry
phase [17]. In general, spin torques have two different con-
tributions; extrinsic and intrinsic. The former is proportional
to scattering times, while the latter is independent of scatter-
ing times. In this sense, the latter is an electric-field-induced
spin torque, not a current-induced one. Ref. [72] highlights
the subtle difference between them. The origin of an extrin-
sic spin torque is the change of distribution functions in the
presence of an applied electric field. On the other hand, the
origin of an intrinsic spin torque is the change of electronic
wave functions due to an applied electric field. In the two-
dimensional Rashba model, intrinsic spin torque was found to
be larger than the extrinsic one in some contexts. But, it was
also shown that intrinsic contributions are completely can-
celed out by vertex corrections [4, 5] in metallic systems with
an ideal quadratic dispersion. Therefore, the relative mag-
nitude of the extrinsic and intrinsic spin torques depends on
the situation. Similar studies would be possible in the three-
dimensional model, but is beyond the scope of this paper. We
defer this question for future work.

B. Multilayer generalization

The starting point of our approach is a normal metal(z <
0)/ferromagnet(z < 0) bilayer. In metallic systems consist-
ing of layers of thicknesses larger than the mean free path,
one can describe each interface separately and solve the bulk
property by the spin drift-diffusion equation. Therefore, a bi-
layer model is sufficient to describe a multilayer system. How-
ever, if any of the layers has a thickness not much greater than
the mean free path, or the system includes an insulating in-
sertion layer at which the spin drift-diffusion equation cannot
be written down, one needs to consider a multilayer situation
quantum mechanically. The results of our theory will change
depending on the situation. However, we here show that when
we consider a normal metal (z < 0)/any underlying structure
(0 < z < L) with a Rashba interaction at z = 0, the reflection
matrix r̂k is independent of the details of the structure under-
neath.

We start from the interface Hamiltonian Eq. (5) with κ̂ =

κ̂0 + hRσ̂ · (k× ẑ). Since we do not know any details for z > 0,
we use the transfer matrix formalism to focus on the interface
at z = 0 only. We write the wave function near z = 0 by

ψ0(z < 0) =
eikx+ikyy

√
V

∑
σ

(eikzzaR
σξσ + e−ikzzaL

σξσ), (37a)

ψ0(z > 0) =
eikx+ikyy

√
V

∑
σ

(eikσz zbR
σξσ + e−ikσz zbL

σξσ), (37b)

where R and L refer to right-going and left-going states re-
spectively. Here and from now on we neglect subscripts kσ
indicating electronic states for simplicity. We define column
vectors âR/L = (aR/L

+ , aR/L
− )T and b̂R/L = (bR/L

+ , bR/L
− )T . Ap-

plying the boundary conditions at z = 0 given by ψ0(+0) =

ψ0(−0) and ψ0′(+0) − ψ0′(−0) = (2me~
2)HIψ

0(0), we obtain
the following linear relation between b̂R/L and âR/L: b̂R

b̂L

 = M0

 âR

âL

 , (38a)

M−1
0 =

1
2ikz

 ikz + iK̂z − κ̂ ikz − iK̂z − κ̂

ikz − iK̂z + κ̂ ikz + iK̂z + κ̂

 . (38b)

Here the physical meaning of M0 is the transfer matrix at z = 0
(from z = −0 to z = +0). We now express the wave function at
z = L+0 by the matrices ĉR/L with a suitable basis determined
by the structure in z < L. By solving the Schrödinger equa-
tion, we can also write down the following transfer matrix. ĉR

ĉL

 = M0→L

 b̂R

b̂L

 . (39)

Here M0→L is the transfer matrix from z = 0 to z = L + 0 of
which the detailed form is unnecessary here.

We consider a situation that a wave ψ̂i is incident from z < 0
and it splits up to reflected (ψ̂r) and transmitted (ψ̂t) parts. In
the language of the transfer matrices, ψ̂t

0

 = M0→LM0

 ψ̂i

ψ̂r

 . (40)
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Inverting this, ψ̂i

ψ̂r

 =
1

2ikz

 ikz + iK̂z − κ̂ ikz − iK̂z − κ̂

ikz − iK̂z + κ̂ ikz + iK̂z + κ̂

 M−1
0→L

 ψ̂t

0


≡

1
2ikz

 m̂i

−m̂r

 ψ̂t, (41)

where m̂i/r are 2 × 2 matrices. Now the reflection matrix is
given by r̂ex = −m̂rm̂−1

i .
To expand m̂r/i = m̂(0)

r/i +m̂(1)
r/i, we split κ̂ = κ̂0 + κ̂R. Here κ̂R is

essentially the Rashba Hamiltonian, but written in the ·̂ space
where the magnetization direction is along z. Explicitly,

κ̂R = hR

 ξ†+σ̂ · (k × z)ξ+ ξ†+σ̂ · (k × z)ξ−
ξ†−σ̂ · (k × z)ξ+ ξ†−σ̂ · (k × z)ξ−

 . (42)

Then, m̂(0)
i

m̂(0)
r

 =

 ikz + iK̂z − κ̂0 ikz − iK̂z − κ̂0

−ikz + iK̂z − κ̂0 −ikz − iK̂z − κ̂0

 M−1
0→L

 1
0

 ,
(43a) m̂(1)

i

m̂(1)
r

 = −κ̂R

 1 1
1 1

 M−1
0→L

 1
0

 . (43b)

Equation (43) allows us to compute m̂(1)
r/i in terms of un-

perturbed quantities. A typical way would be expressing
M−1

0→L(1, 0)T in terms of m̂(0)
i/r by inverting the matrix in front

of it. Putting this into Eq. (43b) will give m̂(1)
i/r in terms of m̂(0)

i/r .
However, the matrix inversion is very complicated. Instead, it
is useful to observe from Eq. (43a) that 1 −1

1 −1

  m̂(0)
i

m̂(0)
r

 = 2ikz

 1 1
1 1

 M−1
0→d

 1
0

 . (44)

Comparing with Eq. (43b), we obtain

m̂(1)
i = m̂(1)

r = −
1

2ikz
κ̂R(m̂(0)

i − m̂(0)
r ). (45)

Note that this expression is not perturbative since we have not
assumed a small hR up to this point.

From Eq. (45), we calculate r̂ex = −m̂rm̂−1
i . First, we per-

turbatively expand r̂ex by r̂ex = r̂(0)
ex + r̂(1)

ex + r̂(2)
ex · · · , where r̂(n)

ex
is the n-th order Rashba contribution. After some algebra, we
obtain

r̂(n)
ex = 2ikzĜ(κ̂RĜ)n, (46a)

Ĝ =
1

2ikz
(1 + r̂(0)

ex ). (46b)

Here we used m̂−1
i = (m̃(0)

i )−1 − (m̃(0)
i )−1m̃(1)

i (m̃(0)
i )−1 +

(m̃(0)
i )−1m̃(1)

i (m̃(0)
i )−1m̃(1)

i (m̃(0)
i )−1 + · · · and κ̂RĜ = −m̂(1)

i (m̂(0)
i )−1

actively. Taking n = 1 gives the same result as Eq. (10c).
Since we do not assume anything about the underlying struc-
ture in z > 0, our result on the reflection matrix holds for
arbitrary underlying structures.

Three remarks are in order. First, although the same ex-
pression holds only for the reflection matrix, it is very useful
for some situations. If one looks into a response of the nor-
mal metal induced by a current flow in the normal metal, the
expression only includes r̂k. The anisotropic magnetoresis-
tance calculated in Appendix A is an example. Second, this
derivation is a mathematical result, so the results holds in the
extended space. Projecting Eq. (46a) by 1̂ does indeed give
Eq. (10c). Third, the derivation by the transfer matrix is some-
what more abstract than the scattering formalism in Sec. III,
but it allows easily generalizing our result up to any higher
order contributions from hR. The second order term is used in
Appendix A.

C. Effects of proximity-induced magnetism

We model proximity-induced magnetism as magnetism
right at the interface in Sec. V B and V C. In this section,
we present how one can treat effects of interface magnetism
more generally.

We first consider a situation without interface magnetism,
and then treat um separately. Let r̂um=0

ex be the reflection ma-
trix in the absence of interface magnetism. Then, it would be
valuable to see how the scattering coefficients change in the
presence of um. The transfer matrix formalism in Sec. VI B
allows calculating the contributions from um perturbatively.
When we replace κ̂R in Eq. (46a) by umσ̂z, we obtain r̂ex =

r̂um=0
ex + r̂(1)

ex + r̂(2)
ex + · · · where r̂(n)

ex = −2ikzĜ(umσ̂zĜ)n and
Ĝ = (−1/2ikz)(1+ r̂um=0

ex ). Here we use the fact that any two di-
agonal matrices commute with each other. The result is given
by the sum of a geometric series. After some algebra,

r̂ex = r̂um=0
ex −

1 + r̂um=0
ex

2ikzu−1
m σ̂z(1 + r̂um=0

ex )−1 + 1
. (47)

This expression is of course consistent with Eqs. (23) and
(31). The other scattering matrices are given by the con-

straints 1 + r̂ex =

√
|kz||K̂z|

−1 t̂ex, 1 + r̂′ex =

√
|K̂z||kz|

−1 t̂′ex, and
(1 + r̂ex)k−1

z = (1 + r̂′ex)K̂−1
z .

Equation (47) allows for the exploration of interface mag-
netism effects up to any higher order in um or 1/um. By focus-
ing on consequences of second term in Eq. (47), one can look
into the effects of proximity-induced magnetism on a given
expression.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we develop a perturbation theory for scatter-
ing matrices to compute interfacial spin-orbit coupling effects
in magnetic bilayers. We extend the two-dimensional Rashba
model by embedding it in three-dimensional transport of elec-
trons. We explicitly show that spin or charge current can be
generated perpendicularly to an applied bias. Using this fact,
we calculate current-induced (extrinsic) spin-orbit torque in
terms of scattering amplitudes. For a given spin-orbit cou-
pling Hamiltonian (like the Rashba form in our study), the
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resulting expressions from our theory are independent of de-
tails of the interface, so they are easily applicable for wide
range of contexts. As demonstrations, we apply our formulas
to various types of interfaces such as magnetic bilayers with
bulk magnetism, those with interface magnetism, ferromag-
netic insulators in contact with a nonmagnet, and topological
insulators in contact with a ferromagnet.

For magnetic bilayers, we show that a dampinglike com-
ponent can be on the same order of or larger than a fieldlike
component, even without taking into account the Berry phase
contribution and spin relaxation mechanisms. For the systems
with insulating layers, we found that only a fieldlike com-
ponent can arise, since a dampinglike component originates
from a current across the interface. We also demonstrate that
for finite bulk exchange coupling, the evanescent states that
become important for the mismatched Fermi surfaces can give
rise to the dominant contribution to spin-orbit torque.

Although we express the systems by analytic toy models,
combining with first-principles calculations would enrich the
implications of our theory significantly. We provide some re-
marks on possible generalization of our theory and future di-
rections. Furthermore, we present other spin-orbit coupling
phenomena, such as an in-plane current generation by a per-
pendicular bias (similar to the inverse spin Hall effect), a spin
memory loss at the interface, and an anisotropic magnetore-
sistance (similar to the spin Hall magnetoresistance) in the
appendices below. Our theory helps to characterize features
of spin-orbit coupling phenomena for a given interface and
further it provides insight on separating the roles of multiple
sources of spin-orbit coupling effects such as spin Hall effect,
interfacial spin-orbit coupling, and the magnetic proximity ef-
fect.

Note During preparation of the manuscript, we found a re-
cent report [73] which uses a similar scattering formalism to
our theory and describes several interface spin-orbit coupling
phenomena, but focuses on a particular context, metallic bi-
layers without interface magnetism.
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Appendix A: Other physical consequences of interfacial
spin-orbit coupling

1. In-plane current induced by a perpendicular bias

The spin-orbit torque derived in the main text is essentially
perpendicular spin current generation by in-plane charge cur-
rent flow. Here we derive its Onsager counterpart. When a
perpendicular bias (chemical potential difference) is applied,
an in-plane current can be generated.

Suppose first that there is no spin-orbit coupling and note
that the current operator is proportional to k. If the system has
rotational symmetry around xy plane, all the scattering matri-
ces must satisfy r̂k = r̂−k for any in-plane k vector and similar
relations for r̂′, t̂, and t̂′. Thus, even if there is a perpendicular
bias, any contribution from k to an in-plane current is canceled
out by the opposite state −k. Therefore, there is no in-plane
current generation by a perpendicular bias.

However, the situation drastically changes when interfacial
spin-orbit coupling is introduced. Here we present the pertur-
bation result in the main text again.

t̂k = t̂0
k +

hR

2ikz
t̂0
k,exσ̂ · (k × z)(1̂k + r̂0

k), (A1a)

t̂′k = t̂′0k +
hR

2ikz
(1 + r̂0

k,ex)σ̂ · (k × z)t̂′0k , (A1b)

r̂k = r̂0
k +

hR

2ikz
(1 + r̂0

k,ex)σ̂ · (k × z)(1̂k + r̂0
k), (A1c)

r̂′k = r̂′0k +
hR

2ikz
t̂0
k,exσ̂ · (k × z)t̂′0k . (A1d)

The Rashba contributions are odd in k. When they are multi-
plied by the current operator, the contributions from k and −k
are no longer canceled out, thus an in-plane current can arise.
Since the Rashba contribution is also proportional to the Pauli
matrix vector, a charge bias will generate an in-plane spin cur-
rent and a spin bias will generate an in-plane charge current.
The latter has the same symmetry as the inverse spin Hall ef-
fect, implying that one needs to be careful when analyzing
experiments [47, 49, 56, 74–76] using the inverse spin Hall
effect as highlighted in Ref. [63].

Here we derive explicit expressions of the current density
at the interface. We do not assume k to be in-plane, thus our
result will also recover the results of the magnetoelectric cir-
cuit theory. The current density at the normal metal along a
unit vector u is calculated by

j̃u(z < 0) = −
e
2

Trσ[ρ{vu, δ(rop − r)} ˆ̃σ], (A2)

where vu = (~/mei)∂u and ρ is the density matrix, rop is the
position operator, and r is the position c-number. σ̃ = (1,σ)
is the four-dimensional Pauli matrix vector. j̃u is a four-
dimensional vector whose zeroth component is the charge
current along u and the other three components are the spin
current along u with spin x, y, z directions. Here and from
now on, we denote any four-dimensional vector by the ·̃ no-
tation. As we develop in the main text, each of the eigen-
states is written by a wave incident from the normal metal
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or a wave incident from the ferromagnet. Thus, they al-
low writing down the density matrix by a block-diagonal
form. Using the notation of direct summation, ρ = ρN + ρF,
where ρN/F are the density matrices block consisting of elec-
trons incident from the normal metal/ferromegnet side. Thus
we split the current into two terms: j̃u = j̃Nu + j̃Fu, where
j̃N/Fu = − e

2 Trσ[ρN/F{vu, δ(rop − r)} ˆ̃σ].

Let ρN =
∑

kσ′σ f N
k,σ′σ|kσ

′〉〈kσ| where f N
k,σ′σ is the 2× 2 re-

duced density matrix. In a matrix form f̂ N
k , each component is

given by f N
k,σ′σ = ξ†σ′ f̂

N
k ξσ. Since we consider a noncollinear

spin injection from the normal metal, we allow for f̂ N
k having

an off-diagonal component. By its definition, 1̂k f̂ N
k 1̂k = f̂ N

k ,
since there is no incident electrons out of the Hilbert space.
The current at the normal metal from ρN is then calculated by
the wave function Eq. (2a). After some algebra,

ĵNu (z < 0) = −
e~

meV

∑
k

(k · u f̂ N
k + k · ūr̂k f̂ N

k r̂†k), (A3)

where ū = (ux, uy,−uz). ĵN/Fu is a 2 × 2 matrix whose Pauli
components are (1/2) j̃N/Fu , that is, j̃N/Fu = Trσ[ ˆ̃σ ĵN/Fu ].

When a perpendicular bias is applied, the distribution func-
tion shifts. In the linear response regime, the distribution
shift occurs only near the Fermi surface. To focus on the
nonequilibrium current, we replace f̂ N

k = e∆µ̂N1̂kδ(E − EF)
where ∆µ̂N is the shift of the chemical potential of the normal
metal due to the bias. To deal with the delta function eas-
ily, we convert the summation in Eq. (A3) to an integration:∑

k → (L/2π)
∑

k⊥

∫
dkz. By using dE = (~2/me)kzdkz, we

convert the summation to an integration over energy. Due to

the delta function, the energy integration is nothing but the
integrand evaluated at the Fermi level. As a result, we obtain

ĵNu (z < 0) = −
e2L
hV

∑
k⊥

1
kz

[k · u∆µ̂N1̂k + k · ūr̂k∆µ̂Nr̂†k]E=EF ,

(A4)
where L is the length along z direction.

We use a similar method to obtain ĵFu. There are
three differences. First, we assume that there are no off-
diagonal elements in f̂ F

k due to strong dephasing. Second,
when we convert the summation by an integration,

∑
k →

(L/2π)
∑

k⊥

∫
dkσz , instead of dkz, because the wave func-

tion is normalized by the incident wave. And then, we use
(~2/me)kσz dkσz = dE. Third, the intervals of the integrations
are different. The integral interval for ĵNu is 0 < E < EF .
However, in this case, the integral interval is σJ < E < EF .
However, since we focus on the Fermi surface contributions
only, the lower bound of the energy does not matter. Omitting
the algebra, we obtain

ĵFu(z < 0) = −
e2L
hV

Re
∑
k⊥

[
k · ū
|kz|

e2 Im[kz]z t̂′k∆µ̂F t̂′†k

]
E=EF

. (A5)

Now, the current right in the normal metal near the interface
is given by the Pauli components of

ĵu(z < 0) = ĵNu (z < 0) + ĵFu(z < 0). (A6)
In a similar way, we obtain the expression of the current in

the ferromagnet near the interface.

ĵu(z > 0) = ĵNu (z > 0) + ĵFu(z > 0), (A7a)

where

ĵNu (z > 0) = −
e2L
hV

Re
∑
k⊥

K̂ · u eiK̂zz√
|K̂z|

t̂k∆µ̂Nt†k
e−iK̂∗z z√
|K̂z|


E=EF

, (A7b)

ĵFu(z > 0) = −
e2L
hV

Re
∑
k⊥

K̂ ·

 eiK̂zz√
|K̂z|

[
ū∆µ̂F1̂k′ + ur̂′k∆µ̂Fr̂′†k e−2 Im[K̂z]z + (ūe−2iK̂zz∆µ̂Fr̂′†k + ur̂′k∆µ̂Fe2iK̂zz)

] e−iK̂zz√
K̂z


E=EF

, (A7c)

where K̂ = (kx, ky, K̂z) is a vector consisting of 2 × 2 matri-
ces. From Eqs. (A4)–(A7), one can compute the current near
the interface for given (spin/charge) chemical potential excita-
tion. As in the main text, we from now on omit the [· · · ]E=EF

and implicitly assume that the expressions are evaluated at the
Fermi level.

We now simplify the expressions more. In Eq. (A5), the
Im[kz] contribution originates from transmitted evanescent
waves incident from the ferromagnet. For perpendicular trans-
port, since k · ū/|kz| is imaginary, there is no contribution
from evanescent modes to a perpendicular current, consis-

tently with the conservation of charge current. However, for
in-plane transport, such a contribution can be nonzero. Note
that the evanescent contribution dies after 1/kz length scale.
Since 1/kF is shorter than the mean free path scale, the cur-
rent is almost unmeasurable in experimental resolution. Thus,
we neglect decaying contributions in Eqs. (A5) and (A7). 10,11

We also neglect highly oscillating terms in Eq. (A7). This is

10 The approximation is exact for perpendicular transport.
11 If k⊥ is sufficiently close to kF , this does not hold. Therefore, this approx-
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a common approximation to take into account dephasing of
a transverse component to m in the ferromagnet. Then, we
obtain

ĵu(z < 0) = −
e2L
hV

∑
k⊥

1̂k

kz
[k · ū(r̂k∆µ̂Nr̂†k + t̂′k∆µ̂F t̂′†k )

+ k · u∆µ̂N], (A8a)

ĵu(z > 0) = −
e2L
hV

∑
k⊥

1̂k′

K̂z
[K̂ · u Diag[r̂′k∆µ̂Fr̂′†k + t̂k∆µ̂N t̂†k]]

+ K̂ · ū∆µ̂F, (A8b)

where Diag[· · · ] =
∑

s us[· · · ]us is the spin-diagonal part of a
matrix. Physical meaning of this operation is the dephasing of
a transverse component of spin in the ferromagnet.

We first take u = z to see that Eq. (A8) is consistent with
the conventional magnetoelectric circuit theory. It is easy to
show that

ĵz(z < 0) = −
e2L
hV

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

[∆µ̂N − (r̂k∆µ̂Nr̂†k + t̂′k∆µ̂F t̂′†k )], (A9)

which is exactly the result of the magnetoelectric circuit the-
ory. One can also show with Eq. (A8) and the unitarity con-
straint developed in Sec. B that ĵz(z > 0) = Diag[ ĵz(z < 0)].
This implies the continuity of electrical current across the in-
terface, thus we do not need to keep (z > 0) or (z < 0).
Following the procedure of the magnetoelectric circuit the-
ory [45, 46], we take ∆µ̂N = ∆µN

0 − σ̂ · s∆µ
N
s where s is the

direction of spin magnetic moment in the normal metal. s can
be deviated from m when one considers noncollinear spin in-
jection. We also take ∆µ̂F = ∆µF

0 − σ̂ ·m∆µF
s .12 The scattering

matrices are taken by Eq. (A1). However, all the first order
Rashba contributions are canceled out after summing over all
transverse modes. They are odd in in-plane momentum kx or
ky, thus are canceled by an opposite contribution from −kx
or −ky. Therefore, we can discard the Rashba contributions
and take only unperturbed scattering matrices, which are ex-
panded by r̂0

k = r↓ku+ + r↑ku− and so on. Then, spin and charge

currents are given by

V
L

Trσ[ ĵz] = (G↑↑ + G↓↓)(∆µF
0 − ∆µN

0 )

+ (G↑↑ −G↓↓)(∆µF
s −m · s∆µN

s ), (A10a)
−

V
L

Trσ[σ̂ ĵz] = (G↑↑ −G↓↓)(∆µF
0 − ∆µN

0 )m

+ (G↑↑ + G↓↓)(∆µF
s −m · s∆µN

s )m

− 2 Re
[
G↑↓[m × (s ×m) + is ×m]

]
∆µN

s ,

(A10b)

where Gss′ = (e2/h)
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F
(1 − rs

krs′∗
k ). G↑↑/↓↓ is the interface

conductance for spin majority/minority electrons and G↑↓ is
the spin mixing conductance. Eq. (A10) recovers all the re-
sults in the traditional theory.

We now take an in-plane u. As we discuss above, non-
Rashba contributions cannot generate an in-plane current. Us-
ing Eq. (A1) and collecting the first order contributions to hR,

ĵu(z < 0) = −hR
e2L
hV

Im
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F

k · u
k2

z
(1 + r̂0

k)σ̂ · (k × z)

× [(1 + r̂0
k)∆µ̂Nr̂0†

k + t̂0
k∆µ̂F t̂′0†k ].

(A11)

When summing up over all transverse modes, one should con-
sider all possible angles of k⊥ for a given magnitude. If the
system has rotational symmetry, we can take an angle average
of (k · u)[σ̂ · (k × z)] by integrating over the in-plane angle
from −π to π and dividing the result by 2π. Then, we obtain
(k2
⊥/2)σ̂ · (u × z). After the angle average,

ĵu(z < 0) = −hR
e2L
2hV

Im
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F

E⊥
EF − E⊥

(1 + r̂0
k)σ̂ · (u × z)

× [(1 + r̂0
k)∆µ̂Nr̂0†

k + t̂0
k∆µ̂F t̂′0†k ].

(A12)

Here E⊥ = ~2k2
⊥/2me and we used k2

⊥/k
2
z = E⊥/(EF − E⊥).

Then, the in-plane spin and charge currents are given by its
Pauli components.

V
L

Trσ[ ĵu(z < 0)] = −
(u × z)

2i
·
[
(G↑↑↑Rt −G↓↓↓Rt )(∆µF

0 − ∆µN
0 )m + (G↑↑↑Rt + G↓↓↓Rt )(∆µF

s −m · s∆µN
s )m

+(G↑↓↓Rr −G↓↑↑∗Rr )∆µN
s [m × (s ×m) + is ×m]

]
+ c.c., (A13a)

imation is a crude approximation even for a low experimental resolution.
However, we present this here since the approximation simplifies the ex-
pressions a lot.

12 In our model, the spin magnetic moment is antiparallel to the electron spin

direction. Thus, we take ∆µN/F
s to have a negative sign to make a consistent

notation with the previous theories.
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−
V
L

Trσ[σ̂ ĵu(z < 0)] = −m
(u × z)

2i
·
[
(G↑↑↑Rt + G↓↓↓Rt )(∆µF

0 − ∆µN
0 )m + (G↑↑↑Rt −G↓↓↓Rt )(∆µF

s −m · s∆µN
s )m

− (G↑↓↓Rr + G↓↑↑∗Rr )∆µN
s [m × (s ×m) + is ×m]

]
−

1
2i

[
(G↑↓↓Rt −G↓↑↑∗Rt )∆µF

0 − (G↑↓↓Rt + G↓↑↑∗Rt )∆µF
s + (G↑↓↓Rr −G↓↑↑∗Rr )∆µN

0 −m · s(G↑↓↓Rr + G↓↑↑∗Rr )∆µN
s

]
× {m × [(u × z) ×m] − im × (u × z)} −

(u × z) ·m
2i

(G↑↑↓Rr + G↓↓↑∗Rr )∆µN
s [m × (s ×m) + is ×m] + c.c.

(A13b)

where c.c. refers to complex conjugate of all terms in front
of it. In the conductances Gss′ s′′

Rr and Gss′ s′′
Rt , the subscript R

refers to Rashba contributions, and r and t refer to contribu-
tions from reflection and transmission. The explicit expres-
sions in terms of unperturbed scattering matrices are

Gss′ s′′
Rr = −hR

e2

2h

∑
k⊥

E⊥
EF − E⊥

(1 + rs
k)(1 + rs′

k )rs′′∗
k , (A14a)

Gss′ s′′
Rt = −hR

e2

2h

∑
k⊥

E⊥
EF − E⊥

(1 + rs
k)t′s

′

k t′s
′′∗

k . (A14b)

Equation (A13a) clearly demonstrates a charge current is
generated by a spin chemical potential bias. For the case of
collinear transport (s = m), the charge current along u = x is
proportional to my. Since the inverse spin Hall effect is also
dependent on my, it requires a careful analysis. Simultaneous
description of the inverse spin Hall effect and interfacial spin-

orbit coupling would be a future challenge.
As passing remarks, we present some properties of Gss′ s′′

Rr/t .
First, there are three indices. This is because there is interfa-
cial spin-orbit coupling as an additional spin scattering source.
A complete description requires three indices; first one for the
incident spin, second one for the scattering due to interfacial
spin-orbit coupling, and third one for the transmitted spin.
Second, Gss′ s′′

Rr/t is symmetric under exchange between s and
s′. Third, the unitarity constraint in Sec. B implies Im[Gsss

Rr +

Im[Gsss
Rt ] = 0. This is shown by using |rs

k|
2 + |t′sk |

2 = 1 to derive
Gsss

Rr +Gsss
Rt = −(hRe2/2h)

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F
[(E⊥)/(EF−E⊥)]|1+rs

k|
2. This

constraint guarantees the absence of a charge current genera-
tion at equilibrium.

We also remark that in-plane current can be discontinu-
ous at the interface in the presence of interfacial spin-orbit
coupling. To see this, we define a discontinuity matrix by
∆ ĵu = ĵu(z > 0) − Diag[ ĵu(z < 0)]. This is zero for u = z, not
for an in-plane u. After some algebra, we obtain

V
L

Trσ[∆ ĵu] =
(u × z)

2i
·
[
(∆G↑↑h −G↓↓R∆

)(∆µF
0 − ∆µN

0 )m + (G↑↑R∆
+ G↓↓R∆

)(∆µF
s −m · s∆µN

s )m − 2G↑↓R∆
m × (s ×m)∆µN

s

]
+ c.c.,

(A15a)

−
V
L

Trσ[σ̂∆ ĵu] =
(u × z)

2i
·
[
(G↑↑R∆

+ G↓↓R∆
)(∆µF

0 − ∆µN
0 )m + (G↑↑R∆

−G↓↓R∆
)(∆µF

s −m · s∆µN
s )m + 2iG↑↓R∆

s ×m∆µN
s

]
+ c.c., (A15b)

where

Gss′
R∆ = −hR

e2

2h

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

E⊥
EF − E⊥

(1 + rs
k)(1 + rs′

k ). (A16)

Before closing the section, we mention that the currents are
proportional to L, the size of the system. In reality, the contri-
butions will relax on the length scale of the mean free path λ.
Thus, if L � λ, L in the above expressions should be replaced
by λ when one takes into account the bulk scattering.

In the main text and this section, we have demonstrated that
a bias can generate a current perpendicular to the applied bias
direction, not affecting its longitudinal transport. These re-
sults are first order perturbation theory. In the following two
sections, we calculate second order effects in hR to examine
the effects of interfacial spin-orbit coupling on longitudinal
transport. Each section deals with a perpendicular bias to the

interface and an in-plane bias respectively.

2. Spin memory loss and spin torque from collinear spin
injection

Equation (A10) describes the generation of a perpendicular
current to the interface in the presence of a perpendicular bias.
Spin flip at the interface due to interfacial spin-orbit coupling
vanishes due to rotation symmetry around the xy plane. How-
ever, if we consider second order contributions, the result can
change. Below we demonstrate, a spin-up (down) current can
be generated by a spin-down (up) bias. This means that in-
terfacial spin-orbit coupling flips the spin at the interface even
when we consider a collinear transport. We interpret this as
spin memory loss at the interface.

We start from Eq. (A9). The second order expansion is
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given by Eq. (46a). For simplicity, we consider only collinear
transport with perpendicular magnetization (s = m = z). For
s , m, the coefficient of spin torque in Eq. (A10) will also
change. For m , z, the result will depend on the direction of
the magnetization, leading to a current-perpendicular magne-
toresistance. Below we make more remarks on this case.

Writing down the expression explicitly, one realizes
that the Rashba contributions arises in the form of
κ̂RÂκ̂R. For instance, there is a contribution proportional to
4k2

z Ĝ[κ̂RĜ∆µ̂NĜ†κ̂R]Ĝ†. The angle average over all transverse
modes simplifies such expressions a lot. From Eq. (42) and
some algebra, angle average of κ̂RÂκ̂R for an arbitrary diago-
nal matrix Â is also diagonal:

κ̂R

 a1 0
0 a2

 κ̂R → h2
Rk2
⊥

 a2 0
0 a1

 . (A17)

We emphasize that the diagonal components are exchanged.
As we show below, this exchange results in mixing of spin-up
and spin-down components. As a result, a spin-up (down) bias
can generate spin-down (up) current.

To see spin flip at the interface clearly, we use up/down
(↑/↓) notations rather than the spin/charge (0/s) notations used
in Sec. A 1. We expand ∆µ̂N = ∆µN

↓
u+ + ∆µN

↑
u− and similarly

for ∆µ̂F.13 We also define I↑↓ = (V/L) Trσ[u∓ ĵz], which are
spin-up/down currents. We simply denote ∆µ↑/↓, ∆µF

↑↓
−∆µN

↑↓
,

the spin chemical potential difference across the interface. Af-
ter some algebra, I↑

I↓

 =

 G↑↑ − 2hR Re G↓↑↑Rr Gflip

Gflip G↓↓ − 2hR Re G↑↓↓Rr

  ∆µ↑

∆µ↓

 ,
(A18a)

Gflip = h2
R

e2

2h

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F

E⊥
EF − E⊥

|1 + r↑k|
2|1 + r↓k|

2. (A18b)

Here Gss are the unperturbed interface conductances derived
from the magnetoelectric circuit theory. The corrections to the
diagonal terms are the second order corrections14 from inter-
facial spin-orbit coupling. These diagonal terms simply de-
scribes a spin-up/down current generation by a spin-up/down
bias. On the other hand, Gflip describes spin-flipping contri-
butions: A spin-up (down) bias generates spin down (up) cur-
rent.

If m , z, Eq. (A17) does not hold. Even the result is not
diagonal.15 The existence of an off-diagonal element implies
that one cannot use the two-current model and there arises
a spin current whose spin direction is transverse to the mag-
netization. This means that a spin torque (depending on mz)

13 The relation between ∆µN
↑↓

and ∆µN
0/s is ∆µN

↑↓
= ∆µN

0 ± ∆µN
s and a similar

relation holds for ∆µ̂F and I↑↓.
14 Since Gss′ s′′

Rr is already in first order in hR, the corrections are in second
order.

15 In Sec. A 3, we demonstrate how an angle average can have off-diagonal
components for a general m.

can be generated even for a collinear spin injection. Due to
complexity of the expressions, we do now show it here, but
the expression is given by exactly the same procedure [except
Eq. (A17)]. Although this is a second order effect, it would be
valuable if this spin torque is experimentally realized.

The spin memory loss and spin torque we illustrate above
do not violate the conservation of angular momentum. The
source of the angular momentum is nothing but the lattice
at the interface. Spin-orbit coupling at the interface pumps
orbital angular momentum from (to) the lattice to (from) the
spin-magnetization system.

3. Anisotropic magnetoresistance

In the previous section, we examine second order effects
for perpendicular transport to the interface. In this section,
we consider in-plane transport. We below show that the elec-
trical resistance depends on the direction of magnetization.
When a charge current is flowing along x, the resistance in-
cludes terms proportional to m2

x and m2
y . The former has the

same symmetry with the conventional anisotropic magnetore-
sistance from ferromagnetic bulk, but can have the opposite
sign. The latter has the same symmetry as the spin Hall mag-
netoresistance [50–55].

For simplicity we consider a current mainly flowing in the
normal metal. When a charge current is flowing in the nor-
mal metal, the distribution function is shifted: f N

k = f 0,N
k +

(eE~/me)kxδ(E − EF) where x is the direction of the current
flow. Or equivalently, ∆µ̂N = (E~τ/me)kx. Putting this and
u = x into Eq. (A4) and taking trace over the spin space gives
the charge current due to the distribution shift.

Trσ[ ĵNx ] = −
e2EτL
2πmeV

Trσ
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F

k2
x

kz
(1 + r̂kr̂†k). (A19)

The first term in the parenthesis (1) is the conventional electri-
cal current and the second term (r̂kr̂†k) is the Rashba contribu-
tion. The second order expansion is given by Eq. (46a). First
order Rashba contributions are odd in k⊥ so are all canceled
out after summing up over all transverse modes.

To compute second order contributions, by the same reason
in Sec. A 2, we take angle average of the expression κ̂RÂκ̂R for
a diagonal Â.

k2
x κ̂R

 a1 0
0 a2

 κ̂R → h2
R

k4
⊥

2

 a2 0
0 a1


+ (a2 − a1)

h2
Rk4
⊥mz

8m‖
(m2

x + 3m2
y)σ̂x

+ (a2 − a1)
h2

Rk4
⊥

4m‖
mxmyσ̂y

+ (a2 − a1)
h2

Rk4
⊥

8
(m2

x + 3m2
y)σ̂z, (A20)

after angle average. Here m‖ =
√

m2
x + m2

y .
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In charge transport, the result is given by taking the trace.
Thus the diagonal terms (the first and last terms) only matter.
Due to the existence of (m2

x+3m2
y) contribution in front of σ̂z, a

magnetoresistance proportional to (m2
x + 3m2

y) can arise. If the
reflection matrix is spin independent, the magnetoresistance
is zero since Tr[σz] = 0. However, if the reflection matrix
is spin dependent, the contribution can survive. In a previous
work [33], a magnetoresistance proportional to (m2

x + 3m2
y) is

reported, but is proportional to τ↑ − τ↓, thus a current should
flow in the ferromagnet. This is because their model assumes
an equal-Fermi-surface model. On the other hand, we take
into account more generalized situation and demonstrate that
a magnetoresistance ∝ (m2

x + 3m2
y) can arise if r↑k , r↓k.

Another remark is that the term 3m2
y has the same symmetry

as the spin Hall magnetoresistance. Therefore, the spin Hall
magnetoresistance should also be carefully analyzed since
there is an interface contribution. There are several theoreti-
cal and experimental reports [16, 32–34] that interface Rashba
effect can give rise to a magnetoresistance having the same
symmetry as the spin Hall magnetoresistance. Another dif-
ference is that the Rashba contribution has a m2

x contribution
as well. The contribution has the same symmetry as the con-
ventional anisotropic magnetoresistance, but below we show
that it can have the opposite sign (we call it a negative magne-
toresistance). Therefore, observing the spin-Hall-like magne-
toresistance and a negative anisotropic magnetoresistance of a
similar orders of magnitude will shed light on separating the
bulk effects and the interfacial effects.

To complete our analysis, we explicitly calculate the current
[Eq. (A19)] with Eqs. (46a) and (A20). After some algebra,

Trσ[ ĵNx ] = jconv + jnonMR + jMR(m2
x + 3m2

y), (A21a)

jconv = −
e2EτL
4πmeV

∑
k2
⊥<k2

F ,s=↑,↓

k2
⊥

kz
(1 + |rs

k|
2), (A21b)

jnonMR = −h2
R

e2EτL
8πmeV

× Re
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F

k4
⊥

k3
z
ρ↑kρ

↓

k(ρ↑∗k ρ
↓∗

k + ρ↓kr↓∗k + ρ↑kr↑∗k ),

(A21c)

jMR = −h2
R

e2EτL
32πmeV

Re
∑

k2
⊥<k2

F

[(|ρ↑k|
2 − |ρ↓k|

2)2

− 2(ρ↑k − ρ
↓

k)(ρ↑2k r↑∗k − ρ
↓2
k r↓∗k )], (A21d)

where ρ↑↓k = 1+r↑↓k . Here jconv is the non-Rashba contribution,
jnonMR is the second order Rashba correction that is indepen-
dent of m, and jMR is the magnetoresistance. If the summand
in jMR is positive, the magnitude of the current increases when
m2

x increases, which is the negative magnetoresistance. Below
we discuss when a negative magnetoresistance arises.

For magnetic bilayers, if bulk magnetism is dominant, the
reflection matrix is real [See Eq. (18a)]. The reality of r↑↓k

allows simplifying the summand in jMR as

(|ρ↑k|
2 − |ρ↓k|

2)2 − 2 Re[(ρ↑k − ρ
↓

k)(ρ↑2k r↑∗k − ρ
↓2
k r↓∗k )])

= (r↑k − r↓k)2(2 − r↑2k − r↓2k ) ≥ 0. (A22)

For ferromagnetic insulators, one can deduce jMR = 0. This
is consistent with the Landauer-Büttiker formalism. Since the
ferromagnet is insulating, the conductance (thus resistance) is
determined by the number of transverse modes in the normal
metal, and is independent of the magnetization direction. This
is a general result which holds unless the translational symme-
try along the current flowing direction is broken or there is a
spin-dependent scattering source (for example, the spin Hall
effect generating spin Hall magnetoresistance). The case for
the topological insulators cannot be described by Eq. (A21)
since we assume that a current is flowing in the normal metal.
But we mention that it was studied in a previous report [33].
For complex r↑↓k in metallic magnetic bilayers, we found no a
priori argument which guarantees the sign of jMR.

Appendix B: Unitarity constraint of the scattering amplitudes

Provided that all waves are propagating, charge conserva-
tion implies the following unitarity constraint: For the follow-
ing scattering matrix

S k =

 r̂k t̂′k
t̂k r̂′k

 , (B1)

S †kS k = 1 holds. Up to this point, the expressions are conven-
tional. However, this works only if all waves are propagating,
thus it must be generalized to the extended space. In this sec-
tion, we omit the subscript ‘ex’ for simplicity.

Let the σ = +1 band be evanescent in the ferromagnet.
As far as unitarity is concerned, some of matrices should be
projected into σ = −1. Note that S k connects incoming waves
to outgoing waves. ψN,out

k
ψF,out

k

 = S k

 ψN,in
k
ψF,in

k

 (B2)

The transmitted outgoing waves for σ = +1 electrons are
dropped. Thus t̂k → u− t̂k and r̂′k → u−r̂′k. In addition, there is
no contribution incident from FM for σ = +1 electrons. Thus
t̂′k → t̂′ku− and u−r̂′k → u−r̂′ku−. Thus the projected scattering
matrix is

S proj
k =

 r̂k t̂′ku−
u− t̂k u−r̂′ku−

 . (B3)

Lastly, the unitarity constraint is given by the conservation of
electrical charge. Neglecting σ = +1 in the ferromagnet, the
unitarity constraint is given by

(S proj
k )†S proj

k =

 1 0
0 u−

 . (B4)
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Let only σ = −1 band be propagating. There is no contri-
bution from r̂k, t̂k, and t̂′k for the unitarity constraint.

S proj
k =

 0 0
0 u−r̂′ku−

 , (B5)

and the unitarity constraint is given by

(S proj
k )†S proj

k =

 0 0
0 u−

 . (B6)

The above relations also hold when the order of (S proj
k )† and

S proj
k is reversed.
The three expressions can be combined by means of the

projection matrices.

S proj
k =

 1̂kr̂k 1̂k t̂′k
1̂′k t̂k 1̂′kr̂′k

 , (B7)

(S proj
k )†S proj

k = S proj
k (S proj

k )† =

 1̂k 0
0 1̂′k

 . (B8)

Explicitly calculating each component gives the unitarity con-
straint of scattering matrices in our theory.

r̂†k1̂kr̂k + t̂†k1̂′k t̂k = 1̂k, (B9a)

r̂′†k 1̂′kr̂′k + t̂′†k 1̂k t̂′k = 1̂′k, (B9b)

r̂†k1̂k t̂′k + t̂†k1̂′kr̂′k = 0, (B9c)

and

1̂k(r̂kr̂†k + t̂′k t̂′†k )1̂k = 1̂k, (B10a)

1̂′k(r̂′kr̂′†k + t̂k t̂†k)1̂′k = 1̂′k, (B10b)

1̂k(r̂k t̂†k + t̂′kr̂′†k )1̂′k = 0. (B10c)

Appendix C: Absence of a bound state

We show that the delta-function spin-orbit coupling poten-
tial at z = 0 does not create a bound state unless its magnitude

is beyond a perturbative regime. For mathematical simplicity,
we take a simpler model in which electrons are subject to the
largest magnitude of the delta function. A bound state is most
likely to exist in this situation. The maximum magnitude of
the delta function is (~2/2me)hRkmax

⊥ where kmax
⊥ is the maxi-

mum value of
√

k2
x + k2

y . Then, the Hamiltonian becomes

H = −
~2∇2

2me
± JΘ(z) −

~2

2me
hRkmax

⊥ δ(z), (C1)

where ± refers to each spin band. Let the bound state wave
function be eq1z for z < 0 and e−q2z for z > 0. Then both q1
and q2 should be positive. The relation between q1 and q2 is
−~2q2

1/2me = ±J − ~2q2
2/2me, or equivalently

(q2 − q1)(q2 + q1) = ±
2meJ
~2 . (C2)

Now, the derivative mismatching condition from the delta-
function potential is

~2

2me
(q2 + q1) =

~2

2me
hRkmax

⊥ . (C3)

Combining the two conditions,

2q1/2 = hRkmax
⊥ ±

Jme

~2kmax
⊥ hR

, (C4)

where the choice of the sign ± that corresponds to 1 or 2 is
ambiguous but it is not necessary to be determined.

A necessary condition for q1 and q2 being positive is that
q1q2 is positive. Thus, we obtain

|hRkmax
⊥ | >

√
2meJ
~2 . (C5)

For a perturbative hR, this cannot be satisfied. For J ≈ 1 eV,
the right-hand side is (0.14nm)−1. On the other hand, kmax

⊥ is
bounded by the order of the inverse lattice parameter, which
is around (0.3nm)−1. Therefore, hR should be greater than one
to satisfy Eq. (C5), which is beyond a perturbative regime.
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